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ABSTRACT
This study followed two teacher candidates from the Communities as Resources in Early
Childhood Teacher Education (CREATE) project into their first year classrooms to determine
whether they were able to translate the theoretical principles from their teacher preparation
program into practice during their first year of teaching. It also examined the supporting and
limiting contextual factors that affected translation both during their teacher preparation and in
their first year of teaching. Multiple case study methodology was used to look closely at each
case independently providing consistency through replication, while also allowing the ability to
look across both cases to develop more powerful findings (Stake, 2006; Baxter & Jack, 2008;
Yin, 2014). A conceptual frame was developed around translation, revisiting how it has been
used in other fields of research in the past (Catford, 1974; Bassnett, 2013; Major & CordeyHayes, 2000; Holden & Von Kortzfleisch, 2004; Jacobson, Butterill & Goering, 2003; Davison,
2009; Straus, Tetroe, & Graham, 2009) and how it is currently being used as a metaphor in the
field of education (Cook-Sather, 2001, 2006) to provide a lens into the intricacies and flexibility
of the process of translation. Literature was reviewed to provide background into research that
has looked closely at the impact teacher preparation programs have on the first year of teaching,
and to provide background information into the conceptualization of the work undergirding the
principles of CREATE. It is crucial for teacher preparation programs to follow their own
graduates into their classrooms to gain a deeper understanding of what concepts, theories, and
principles translated from university classrooms and field experiences to practice in first year
teacher’s classrooms, in order to make changes to their teacher education curriculum to prevent a
breakdown of translation. This study offers insight into what supports and limits translation and
offers suggestions for future research in the area of translation.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Background & Research Question
An enduring problem in teacher education is enabling teacher candidates to adopt
practices and to understand the importance of those practices while in the teacher preparation
programs and then, to translate those practices once they are in their own school and classrooms.
In their wide-ranging review, Clift & Brady (2005) found that
…research suggests that methods courses and field experiences can impact prospective
teachers’ thoughts about practice and in some instances actual teaching practices, but that
practicing one’s beliefs is neither linear or simple. Awareness is growing of the
importance of research on the factors that enhance or inhibit planning and implementing
teaching based on one’s beliefs… (pp. 329-330).
In this study, I examine the ways in which two first year teachers translated concepts and
recommended practices they encountered in their teacher preparation program into actual
teaching practice. I look closely at the pedagogy and beliefs of two first year teachers who are
graduates of the Communities as Resources in Early Childhood Teacher Education (CREATE)
project at the University of Arizona, and on how they developed curriculum and practice that
was influenced by their program of study. The intention of this multiple case study is to answer
the following overarching question: How are the core principles of CREATE translated by first
year teachers in practice and in concept?
Purpose
The purpose of my research lies in the information that it will provide to the CREATE
project as they continue to work to refine their curriculum and think about how they engage
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teacher candidates in ways that encourage the translation of principles. Because CREATE was
based in principled practices, and their intent was to impart principles, there should be evidence
of understanding and practice, or translation, of those principles. This research can also provide
them with information related to pedagogy, resting within and beyond the principles that helps
them to understand specific content and practices that the teacher candidates were able to easily
take to the classroom and those that weren’t. This is not an evaluation of CREATE, rather a
complex picture of the factors that facilitate or inhibit the translation of teacher preparation
program principles to practice in the first year of teaching. On a larger scale, this study is a
reminder to teacher preparation programs of the importance of following their own students into
the classroom during their first years of teaching in order to design curriculum and experiences
that are easily adaptable to the field. Studying the translation of core principles and engagements
can help teacher educators to gain an understanding of the current contexts that affect the
translation of their core principles to first year classrooms and enable them to enhance their own
curriculum to include preparedness for the types of contexts that will affect the translation
process. My work builds on the work of other teacher educators who have initiated the use of
the term “translation” to describe what happens between the learning of theory and the action of
practice (Feimen-Nemser & Rosaen, 1997; Hollingsworth, 1989; Clift & Brady, 2005), as well
as those teacher educators who have followed their own teacher candidates into their first years
of teaching to inform their own practice (Hebert & Worthy, 2001; Kardos, Johnson, Peske,
Kauffman, & Liu, 2001; Smagorinsky, Lakly, & Johnson, 2002; Fantilli & McDougall, 2009;
Bauml, 2011; Mahmood, 2013).
Conceptual Framework: Translation
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“Translating is to bear or carry from one place to another; to transfer. To translate means
to change to another form; to transform” (Merriam-Webster, 2015). To understand the
development and use of the term translation across disciplines in order to provide a framework
for this study, I begin with a brief explanation of how the term translation is used across a variety
of fields and the connections that can be found between the uses of the term to describe and look
closely at the process of translating theoretical principles to classroom practice. The brief
descriptions are not meant to be all encompassing; rather, they provide a foundation to build a
conceptual framework for the use of translation as a way to describe a process that occurs in the
field of teacher education both during the university based learning process and applied during
the first year of teaching.
Translation in linguistics and language.
Historically, translation has been a term used to describe the process of transferring one
language to another either orally or in the written form. “Translation is an operation performed
on languages: a process of substituting a text in one language for a text in another” (Catford,
1974, p. 1). One often thinks of translation when working to learn a new language, trying to read
a text that is written in a different language, or watching a movie where a foreign language is
spoken. Translation, in its simplest form, is used in order to make language in different mediums
comprehensible to a person who does not speak or understand the language.
What is generally understood as translation involves the rendering of a source language
text into the target language so as to ensure that (1) the surface meaning of the two will
be approximately similar and (2) the structures of the surface language will be preserved
as closely as possible, but not so closely that the target language will be seriously
distorted (Bassnett, 2013, p. 12).
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Both meaning and structure are important pieces of the translation process in linguistics. I argue
that meaning and structure are also imperative in the learning process and can be reimagined in
the field of education as an integral piece of translation. Gutt (1990) argued, “most kinds of
translation can be analysed as varieties of interpretive use” (p. 135). Although he did distinguish
between two types of translation – direct and indirect translation, he posited that all translation is
interpretive in some way.
Direct translation corresponds to the idea that translation should convey the same
meaning as the original. It requires the receptors to familiarise themselves with the
context envisaged for the original text. The idea that the meaning of the original can be
communicated to any receptor audience, no matter how different their background, is
shown to be a misconception based on mistaken assumptions about communication.
Indirect translation involves looser degrees of resemblance. I show that direct translation
is merely a special case of interpretive use, whereas indirect translation is the general
case” (Gutt, 1990, p. 135).
The process of translation in education also goes much deeper than a direct transfer from one
medium to another. Although first tied to linguistics, the idea of translation has additionally
been used, and expanded on, in other fields to describe similar meaning making processes.
Translation in business and management.
In the areas of business and management, translation has been extended as a part of a
knowledge transfer process. “Knowledge transfer is the conveyance of knowledge from one
place, person, ownership, etc. to another…and, is both the movement (or transfer) of knowledge
from one place to another, and the altering of that knowledge into an understandable form”
(Major & Cordey-Hayes, 2000, p. 412-416). Holden and Von Kortzfleisch (2004) argued that
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translation is a kind of knowledge conversion where a transfer of implicit knowledge to explicit
knowledge takes place (p. 129). They found that translation theory is useful in understanding
knowledge transfer, because is can shed light on the process where a “transfer of knowledge
literally involves translation on the part of the participants. Participants translate knowledge into
their own language and culturally influenced frame of reference, which is not just a personal
experience, but a collective sense-making process” (Holden & Von Kortzfleich, p. 130). The
concept of knowledge transfer and the belief that translation is a process of learners taking what
they have learned and applied that knowledge in order to make sense of what they have learned
can also be used to conceptualize translation in education. Teachers are constantly charged with
learning new knowledge and are required to take it back to their classroom and put that new
knowledge into action. Each teacher makes sense of the new learning and applies it in a different
way, based on their own background experiences, their teacher education experience, and the
context of each of their individual school/classroom dynamics.
Translation in health and medicine.
In the field of health and medicine, translation has been used to “describe the process of
putting knowledge into action” (Straus, Tetroe, & Graham, 2009, p. 165). The way translation is
used in medicine moves beyond linguistics with a focus on the transfer of knowledge to
application in an effort to ensure that learners at all levels are using evidence to make informed
decisions. There are a variety of different translation theories, models, and/or frameworks being
used currently in medicine, but they have similar themes around translation as being varied and
multidimensional, translation involving interaction, the message being translated often coming
from research, and the fact that there are barriers depending on the context (Davison, 2009, p.
79-81). Translation in this case seeks to “move beyond the simple dissemination of knowledge
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into actual use of knowledge” (Straus, et al., p. 165). Unlike translation traditionally defined
through the field of linguistics, knowledge translation is not seen as a “one-way transfer of
information…but as a reciprocal process of interaction and exchange among the producers and
users of knowledge…” (Jacobson, Butterill, Goering, 2003, p. 94). The use of knowledge
translation in the medical field has some useful aspects and connections to teacher education.
Much like the field of health and medicine expect their professionals to be able to
translate theory and research to practice in real life situations, in teacher education, we are
striving for teacher candidates to take the theory and knowledge they have gained in university
classrooms and practiced through field experiences, and adapt and apply that knowledge to their
own classrooms when they become first year teachers. Therefore, the idea of knowledge
translation is adaptable to teacher preparation as teacher candidates are also expected to transfer
theory and learning from one context to the other.
Translation in education.
“Impact, so far in the evolution of teacher education research on methods courses and
field experiences is almost exclusively defined in terms of preservice teachers’ conceptions of
the content area, teaching and learning processes, and their ability to translate concepts into
actions” (Clift & Brady, 2005, p. 330). Translation is an important part of the meaning-making
process as teacher candidates traverse between theory and practice, both in their teacher
preparation program, and as beginning teachers, and can be influenced by many external factors.
In their review of research, Clift and Brady (2005) concluded, “Both prospective teachers and
experienced teacher educators often have difficulty translating concepts learned in methods
courses into their classrooms” (p. 331).
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But, what is meant by using the term translation or translate in the context of educational
research? Additional researchers have sought to study the process of translation in teacher
education as a frame for understanding the process of reflection that takes place between theory
and practice among both teacher candidates and inservice teachers (Olson, 1981; Fang, 1996;
Swennen, Lunenberg, & Korthagen, 2008; Allen, 2009; Tajuddin & Khan, 2012), but few have
defined what they mean by “translation.” Translation has been used to describe a process of
guiding teacher learning between background knowledge, university classroom experiences, and
student teaching experiences (Feiman-Nemser & Rosaen, 1997; Hollingsworth, 1989).
Translation is frequently used to discuss a process of transformation or reconstruction of
knowledge that is gained through education programs and then applied in the field. Translation
of a philosophy or understandings of underlying principles in teacher programs have been
outlined in educational research (Cremin, Mottram, Collins, Powell, & Drury, 2012; McCaleb,
1998). And, still others argue that in general, across disciplines within and outside of the field of
education, translating is said to be a process where there is a transfer of knowledge to skills
and/or practice (Van de Ven & Johnson, 2006). While there are educational researchers who
have touched on the idea of translation and its application to teacher preparation programs, few
have worked to define the term translation in depth as it is being used to describe an integral
piece of the process between theory, learning, and practice.
Translation is a mediating and ongoing process in teacher education and provides a lens
to look closer at teacher candidates as they prepare to teach and examine the impact of their
teacher preparation program on their practice as professional teachers. One researcher has
suggested that there is importance in translation as an ongoing process for first year teachers as
they learn to teach. Alison Cook-Sather (2001) focused on pre-service teachers’ “translations
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regarding their understanding of the role of teacher and their interactions with students” (p. 183).
She used translation as a metaphor to enlighten the process of learning to teach as it “…calls for
a continuous and embodied process of making meaning over time, across contexts, and in
various pedagogical relationships” (p. 180). Following teacher candidates as they dialogued with
high school students, she found that they were constantly reflecting on and shifting their roles
and identities as teachers, as they worked to translate themselves and their notions of teaching.
Cook-Sather described the process of translation as “continuously unfolding” (p. 188).
In her later work, Cook-Sather (2006) further developed her theory of translation as a
metaphor. By first revisiting and defining translation and its multiple meanings, she provided the
background necessary to begin to understand how translation can be used as a metaphorical lens
as we look closely at the process of translation specifically in the field of education.
Translation is most often used to mean the making of a new version of something by
rendering it in – carrying it over to – one’s own or another’s language. But the other
meanings must be kept in mind when one uses the metaphor of translation to characterize
the process of education. To translate can mean to bear, remove, or change from one
place or condition to another; it can mean to change the form, expression, or mode of
expression of, so as to interpret or make tangible, and thus to carry over from one
medium or sphere into another. And to translate can mean to change completely, to
transform (p. 36).
Cook-Sather (2006) applied the lens of translation to establish a relationship between
what she was observing with students in her own university based classroom as they worked to
take the theory and knowledge they gained there to their own classroom experiences as teacher
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candidates. She also examined translation amongst herself and other teacher educators and
considered translation that occurred between teacher educators and students.
The metaphor education is translation lets me think of students carrying meanings and
selves from one ‘place’ to another….This experience is not ‘made’ one time once and for
all. When we fully engage in education – as when we engage in translation – we carry
over words and selves again and again. Furthermore, to be a vital process, this cannot
simply be the moving of an idea or a practice unchanged from one realm to another (p.
30).
Translation in education is an ongoing process where meaning is altered throughout the process.
Between the background knowledge and experiences that teacher candidates bring with them to
the university classroom, the content and models provided by teacher education professors and
co-teaching mentors, and the shift to first year teacher in a entirely new context, teacher
candidates work “not only to uncover what meaning has been previously inscribed in them, but
also to complicate assumptions that have evolved and to open them to fresh interpretations of old
meanings” (p. 30). Through the process of education, learners are transformed as they work to
take what they have learned and apply it in both similar and disparate situations. Translation in
education does not necessarily mean that the information learned will be applied in exactly the
same way, even in similar situations. “Translation is a process that is at once duplication,
revision, and re-creation, with meaning lost, preserved, and created anew with different textures,
boundaries, and resonances” (p. 41). Therefore, translation, in this sense, is constantly being
revisited and reformed as a part of the process, and can be affected by many facets.
Translation encapsulates how teacher candidates have been able to take what they have
learned in the context of their teacher preparation program and transferred those theories and
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practices to their own classrooms. Translating is an integral part of the learning process. For
pre-service teachers, it involves taking what one learns, and interpreting the knowledge in order
to transfer it to different contexts. One of the goals of teacher preparation programs is for their
candidates to translate what they have learned beyond the program into their own classrooms.
For the purpose of this multiple case study, I focused specifically on teacher candidates’ ability
to translate the underlying principles, theories, methods, and practices learned in their teacher
preparation program to their classroom in their first year, while documenting the differing
contexts that have had an impact on their translation, keeping in mind that their translation might
look different from the original engagements they participated in, with hints of the foundational
concepts.
Background Literature: Impact of Teacher Education on First Year of Teaching
This multiple case study serves as a bridge between what has already been studied around
the impact of teacher education on the first years of teaching and how teacher educators can take
what they have learned back to the university to re-design their own curriculum based on
research findings. Here, I explore broad concepts and issues around first year teachers and the
contexts that affect both the curricular decisions and the identity of novice teachers that will be
used to frame the findings as a part of the discussions and the final chapter. I have focused here
on a select few studies, where the researchers have followed their own teacher candidates into
the classroom to determine the interpretations of knowledge and practices, program impact, and
the translation of the core principles of a program on the first year of teaching. The following
review serves as an additional lens to document what facilitated and/or limited the translation of
principles to practice.
Supporting and limiting factors to translation.
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The challenges first year teachers face as they work to translate what they have learned in
their teacher preparation program has been documented frequently in teacher education literature
and provides insight into what supports and inhibits the translation process. In their case study,
Fantilli and McDougall (2009) determined that their case study participants, five first year
teachers, were faced with a myriad of challenges, which affected their view of teaching and their
potential desire to continue in the field. The teachers reported having a lack of leadership from
their principal and mentors, lack of resources in teacher support and teacher training, lack of
preparedness in practical tasks, and lack of time to prepare and plan as consistent challenges.
Mahmood (2013) sought to answer questions around the experiences that beginning early
childhood teachers had as they transitioned roles from students to first year teachers and their
immediate areas of concern as beginning teachers (p. 156). Fourteen first year early childhood
teachers were interviewed. The teachers reported what Mahmood (2013) called “reality shock”
(also cited Veenman, 1984) when they felt inadequate in their abilities, felt a considerable
amount of stress due to lack of ability to meet the demands of the job, and did not fully
understand the culture of the workplace (pp. 161-162).
Smagorinsky, Lakly, & Johnson (2002) found that there are often conflicts between what
the teacher preparation program’s ideal notion of a good teacher is and the beliefs of what good
teaching looks like as expected by the district they are hired in. As they followed one teacher
into the classroom during her first year who was attempting to enact a pedagogy that was
student-centered in a district where the curriculum was highly scripted and standardized, they
found that she struggled with working to establish connections by feeding off the student’s
interests, something she had learned to value in her pre-service program. As her teaching
identity evolved, Smagorinsky, et al. were able to establish three distinct stances that were either
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exhibited or discussed by the participant: accommodation, acquiescence, and resistance. They
defined accommodation as “a grudging effort to reconcile personal beliefs about teaching with
the values of the curriculum” (p. 201). Acquiescence is defined as “acceptance of, compliance
with, or submission to the curriculum” (p. 201). And, resistance is defined as “opposition to the
curriculum, either overtly or subversively” (p. 201).
In later work, Smagorinsky, Gibson, Bickmore, Moore, & Cook (2004) looked closely at
how the early settings of teacher preparation and the first year of teaching impacted one teacher’s
development of the concept of student-centered teaching. The university curriculum the
participant took part in was highly driven by a student-centered pedagogy. For the student
teacher, whose mentor teacher didn’t use student centered techniques, this meant that she was
working in a classroom that didn’t support the pedagogical practices she had learned in her
teacher preparation program, and she found herself trying to accommodate to rectify the two, an
experience that she would also have later as a first year teacher. “When the curriculum is highly
restrictive, it limits the imaginative work and play opportunities that would be necessary in order
to conceive of alternatives to the traditional practices of schooling” (Smagorinsky, et al., 2004).
As presented in this multiple case study, there can be many differences between what is taught at
the university level and what student teachers and first year teachers experience in the field.
In their qualitative study, Kardos, Johnson, Peske, Kauffman, and Liu (2001) looked at
the professional cultures that 50 new teachers from a variety of backgrounds and diverse settings
might encounter in their schools. They reminded us that novice teachers often look to the
colleagues around them for guidance, and how influential those interactions can be to a first year
teacher. Through interviews and data analysis, they found that there were “three types of
professional cultures or subcultures within schools encountered by beginning teachers: veteran
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oriented cultures, novice oriented cultures, and integrated cultures” (Kardos, et al., 2001, p. 250).
Veteran-oriented professional cultures are where the “concerns and habits of experienced
teachers determine professional interactions” (p. 261), and can often run from an extremely
warm to an extremely cold environment. In novice-oriented professional cultures, “inexperience,
youth, and idealism prevailed” (p. 261), in an environment where there were a high number of
new teachers and few veteran teachers to interact with. Although this provided new teachers
with a welcoming culture of similar teachers, there was little guidance as a professional.
Integrated professional cultures provided “sustained support and ongoing exchange across
experience levels for all teachers; there were no separate camps of veterans and novices” (p.
262), providing a mutually beneficial space for novice teachers and veteran teachers to interact
and learn from each other.
Kauffman, Johnson, Kardos, Liu, and Peske (2002) were able to use interviews to gain
insight into the support and guidance of first year teachers. In their research of 50 first and
second year teachers in a variety of settings in Massachusetts, they found that “most new
teachers … received little or no guidance about what to teach or how to teach it” (Kauffman, et
al., 2002, p. 278). They found that with the lack of quality guidance, novice teachers are left to
their own devices and often find themselves working to develop curriculum on their own with
lack of experience and materials to do so, or relying heavily on commercial prepackaged
curriculum materials, because they aren’t sure how to translate what they have learned preprofessionally to the classroom. New teachers interviewed found themselves in several different
situations. They either had no curriculum at all and were “left on their own to decide both what
to teach and how to teach it” (p. 280), or had a curriculum that was topic/skill specific that
“described what to teach, but not how to teach it” (p. 281), or had specified curriculum with
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“detailed lessons that were ‘pretty much scripted’” (p. 283), with some teachers situations fitting
somewhere in the middle. The teachers in all cases expressed the need for some sort of
mentoring and were overwhelmed by the responsibility and demands of designing curriculum.
While this brief literature review has demonstrated that first year teachers have many
challenges to face, there are stories of first year teachers who are successful. My own personal
experience was that the first year of teaching can be extremely successful; I do not want to only
focus here on the challenges and issues that first year teachers face. Rather, I hope to document
the challenges and the teacher’s response to challenges that help them to translate the core
principles of the teacher preparation program into practice as first year teachers. The following
case study provided some insight into the success that teacher candidates can have translating
what they have learned into practice in their first year classrooms.
Hebert & Worthy’s (2001) case study of a successful first year teaching experience,
described the need for researcher to not only focus on the issues and failures of first year
teachers, but also to focus on the stories of successful first year teachers. “Studying those whose
first years are different from the norm, and comparing their experiences and perceptions to those
who fail, has the potential to provide valuable information to teacher preparation, and offer an
additional perspective for examining factors influencing the beginning teacher” (Hebert &
Worthy, 2001, p. 900). Using both observations and interviews, and following the teacher for
their entire first year, they found “several factors which impacted the success of the first year
teacher studied, some related to preservice teacher preparation, others to school context, and
others a result of taking an active role in the school social context” (p. 897).
Through her analysis of five first year teachers, Bauml (2011) was able to establish four
different ways that participants were able to use their experience from their teacher preparation
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program to inform their practice:
a) adopting (taking on a strategy as their own without making changes or modifications);
b) imitating (utilizing an approach without truly understanding its underlying principles);
c) modifying (changing a teaching strategy to suit the context, availability of resources,
and/or teacher skill); and d) avoiding (deliberately steering clear of certain practices,
approaches, or perceived mistakes) (p. 231).
Her findings suggested that a critical aspect for new teachers is that they both understood and
took ownership of practices that they learned during their teacher preparation in order to be able
to translate their experience into practice during their first year.
Without understanding developmentally appropriate pedagogy, new teachers may be
unable to adopt or modify instructional practices and instead simply imitate what they
observe—thus missing opportunities to promote students’ learning. Moreover, although
imitation may eventually progress to understanding, the timing and depth of such a
transformation is impossible to predict. Concomitantly, without owning strategies and
ideas that are developmentally appropriate, new teachers risk omitting critical aspects of
instruction that make learning possible (p. 236).
Though her findings demonstrated the different ways her participants were able to use
their teacher preparation experiences, Bauml (2011) also listed her primary concerns as those
related to the participant’s imitation of practices with very little understanding of why the
practice is important to use, and ownership of the district’s adopted curriculum, which was not
fully accepted by the participants. She was also concerned about the fact that the teachers’
practice did not include important concepts and strategies that they learned during their teacher
preparation, and that they intentionally avoided using them, so they never became a part of their
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practice during their first year of teaching (p. 237). Although the courses taken during their
teacher preparation can play a primary role in their future practices as teachers, and her study
provided evidence that they did, they don’t always translate to classroom practice. This is
important information for teacher preparation programs to consider as they work to provide a
foundation of knowledge and practices that are translatable and supportive when their students
enter their classrooms as first year teachers.
Exploring translation in CREATE was important to me because in the program I worked
as a graduate assistant where I helped to develop curriculum, and teach and supervise teacher
candidates as they worked to interpret and enact the underlying principles of the program to
practice in their placement classrooms, and I was interested to see which principles and possibly
specific activities and assignments they were also able to translate to their own classroom. The
teacher preparation program was principle-based, but designed to have engagements that would
assist teacher candidates in translating theory to practice.
Engagements were defined as experiences where the preservice teachers could enter into
and develop sustained relationships with families, teachers, and other community
members across different learning contexts in order to closely explore the ways in which
multiple forms of interaction (e.g. community, institutional) impact the language and
literacy development of linguistically and culturally diverse children. In this process, a
series of field experiences and course engagements were carefully crafted through the
four key principles that guide our work. Preservice teachers were guided and supported
through their understanding of and participation in these engagements (Iddings & Reyes,
2017, p. 36).
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To gain a deeper understanding of the project, I describe CREATE, including the curriculum,
principles, and engagements below.
Defining CREATE
CREATE was a five-year research project developed by faculty at the University of
Arizona to “explore the ways families, community members, educators, and prospective
educators can interact to enhance literacy development for children overall and English language
learners in particular through the use of stories gathered from families as well as from local and
distal communities” (http://createarizona.org). The project worked to restructure the early
childhood teacher preparation program through conceptually driven principles, curriculum
redesign, community, and school partnerships. Through design-based research (Cobb, Confrey,
diSessa, Leher, & Schauble, 2003), the curriculum was shaped by the data that were collected by
the CREATE research team over the first three years and the discussions they had based on their
interpretations of those data. As they collected and reflected on the data, they were able to
identify areas for growth and implement changes based on their findings (Kelly, Baek, Lesh, &
Bannan-Ritland, 2008). Although not funded by CREATE, the information gained from this
study could be used to continue to restructure the CREATE curriculum, and is a continuation of
the design-based research concept, as well on a broader spectrum in teacher education.
CREATE principles.
The project was driven by four key principles. Those principles focused on using an
approach that values the knowledge of diverse students and families as a classroom resource, the
use of literature and story as a base for developing understanding, bringing families,
communities and teachers together, and providing opportunities for pre-service and in-service
teachers to work and reflect together. One of the main goals of the CREATE project was for the
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foundational principles to be woven throughout curriculum and practice in the early childhood
education program, where teacher candidates were engaging in principled practices. In this
study, I originally chose not to concentrate on the fourth principle due to the fact that the focus of
that principle was around the project establishing a space for learning opportunities for educators
across settings, which was not something the first year teachers would still be participating in
after graduation from the CREATE project. However, upon completion of the data analysis, I
realized that the fourth principle did have an impact on the participants in this study and that it
was important to review. Therefore, all four of the CREATE principles are explained in this
section, including examples of CREATE curriculum and engagements where teacher candidates
were required to practice the concept as they developed curriculum for their field placement
classrooms. This not only defines, but also provides insight into the opportunities that were
offered to teacher candidates to learn about the principles and gain experience in translating them
to practice.
Funds of knowledge in CREATE.
Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge within diverse cultural communities.
Funds of knowledge are the cultural knowledge and skills that households have
accumulated over time and that are essential to the well-being and functioning of both the
household and the individuals in that household. Our teacher candidates learn about
children’s home-based and community contexts and get to know the child as a whole
person who is actively involved in multiple spheres of knowledge and relationships. Our
goal is to develop innovations in teaching that leverage the cultural knowledge, skills,
and relationships embedded in families and that inquire into family legacies and
resources and ways of accessing these resources (http://createarizona.org, 2014).
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The foundation for the redesigned curriculum, Principle 1, is anchored in the work of González
et al. (2005) around funds of knowledge, as reviewed in Chapter Three. “Children bring with
them to school culturally-based ways of doing, seeing, and knowing; in response, culturally
relevant teachers find ways to scaffold those cultural experiences in order for the students to gain
additional meaning and ultimately be successful” (Brown-Jeffy & Cooper, 2011, p. 77). In the
preparation of teachers,
…programs should help prospective teachers develop facility with various strategies for
learning about students that they can later use in the specific settings in which they teach
(Villegas, 1991). These strategies include conducting home visits and consulting with
people who live in the communities served by the school in addition to children’s parents
or guardians (Villegas & Lucas, 2002, p. 27).
In order for those who participate in the CREATE project to learn about the strengths and skills
of children, their families, and the surrounding community, teacher candidates take part in many
different conceptual assignments and practical engagements during their two years in the
program.
Throughout the two years in CREATE, the Cohort 6 faculty worked to develop
assignments and engagements that would afford the teacher candidates the opportunity to
understand the concept of funds of knowledge from both a theoretical perspective and experience
funds of knowledge in practice through specific curricular engagements.
One of the very first assignments the Cohort 6 teacher candidates and their instructors
participated in as a group during the fall semester of their junior year was to bring in a cultural
artifact that was representative of their culture. Everyone was asked to bring in an item and
share the value of the artifact and how it reflected them in their culture, with two goals in mind.
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One goal was to have each person begin to reflect on their own cultural identity and the other
goal was to build a sense of community within the cohort and with the people who would be
working with the cohort. All of the students from the cohort, their fall instructors, their site
coordinator, and the family and community liaison participated in the activity that initiated
thinking about the significance of culture in their lives, which provided a base to begin thinking
together as a cohort about the concept of funds of knowledge (Personal Notes, Fall 2012).
For example, in the fall semester of their junior year (semester one) students were
enrolled in Cultural Pluralism for Young Children (González, Syllabus, 2012) where they were
assigned to read the book, Funds of Knowledge: Theorizing Practices in Households,
Communities and Classrooms (González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005), while at the same time
participating in their first three family engagements where they would have the opportunity to
visit a student and their family from their Pre-K placement classroom in their home environment
to learn about the cultural strengths and knowledge of the family. The teacher candidates learned
how develop questions for the family and take fieldnotes to use for analysis in order to develop a
digital story based on the insight they had gained about family funds of knowledge and cultural
biographies while visiting the families in their home environments. They were then asked to
reflect about the fieldwork experience and how it helped them to gain a deeper understanding of
both the concept and application of funds of knowledge.
During the spring semester of their junior year (semester two), Cohort 6 students took
Early Language and Literacy Development (Reyes & Fu, Syllabus, 2013) where they were asked
to choose a child from their placement classroom to use for a case study analysis for multiple
purposes, such as documenting and assessing oral language development and gaining sociocultural knowledge from a family interview. Because the CREATE coursework is so
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interconnected, they were told that they could begin the process by drawing from their
experience in the Cultural Pluralism class field notes and observations taken the previous
semester to begin collecting data for the assignments. In their final benchmark assignment,
student teachers were asked to present their “child and family language and literacy development
case study” making sure to include a summary of how their case study child had grown
throughout the year they had spent with them, describe how they used data from what they
learned during family home engagements about children’s literacy knowledge to inform
classroom instruction, and discuss their participation in a community literacy event where they
took part in the organization and implementation of a literacy event for families. This gave the
students the opportunity to learn about student and family funds of knowledge, take what they
had learned, and use it to develop curriculum.
CREATE teacher candidates moved into their K-3 placement during their final year
(semester three and semester four). During both their final semesters, they continued to conduct
family home engagements, but with a new student from their new placement classroom. In the
fall semester (semester three), during their Literacy for Young Children (Iddings, Syllabus,
2013) class, the students continued to work from a case study perspective to complete their
“instructional design” assignment. They were asked to choose one student to focus on and, as in
their Early Language and Literacy Development class, conduct observations, collect data, design,
implement, and assess an instructional plan for the particular student based on what they learned
about their reading/writing development. Although they could use what they observed and
learned from the classroom environment, they were also encouraged to use what they learned
through their family home engagements.
The CREATE teacher candidates were provided with many opportunities to learn about
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funds of knowledge, put it into practice through family home engagements, and use fund of
knowledge to complete course assignments and influence curriculum in their placement
classrooms. This provided a base knowledge of research and experience they could use as a
resource when entering their first year of teaching. In the CREATE curriculum, Principle 1 was
enacted through home visits, or what they termed family/home interactions, where the teacher
candidates visited the homes of students and conducted in-depth interviews in order to learn
more about the student and family strengths. It also might be enacted through community
literacy events, such as cafecitos, inviting parents to the school to participate in learning
activities with their children, or using the “‘Community Literacy Canastas’ to invite and engage
children, families, teachers and community members to participate and create stories around
common themes in order to share these stories across various local early childhood centers and
schools” (Reyes, Iddings, Zapien, 2014, createarizona.org). In their current classroom
environment, this may look different, depending on the rules and customs of the school and
district. The teachers may instead work to get to know students and families through an
interview at the school, invite them to specific school/district events, or invite them into the
classroom in other capacities.
Story in CREATE.
Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning-making process to understand self and
world.
Children make sense of the world through story as a process of making meaning and
bringing significance to their everyday experiences in families and communities. Story
captures the richness and nuances of human life within particular sociocultural contexts.
When children are surrounded by stories in many different forms at home and at school,
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they learn about literacy as well as how to make sense of their lives and world. Our
teacher candidates explore ways of encouraging families to tell stories about their history
and traditions in order to share their funds of knowledge with children and with the
classroom. Stories also immerse children in the lives of people in diverse cultural
communities to explore the multiple ways in which people live and think around in their
community and world (http://createarizona.org, 2014).
While the foundation for the curriculum redesign for the CREATE project was based out of
funds of knowledge, Principle 1, the second principle based on the concept of story was viewed
as one way the teacher candidates could uncover the funds of knowledge of students, their
families, and the community. The concept of story also brought to the forefront the role that
stories play in the lives of children not only in literacy development, but also as a way to make
sense of their own lives and gain a better understanding of the world around them. As with
Principle 1, the teacher candidates took part in many different conceptual assignments and
practical engagements involving the use of story during their two years in the program, also
described in Table 4 above. I focus here on describing two different engagements that exemplify
the use of story as a way to gain funds of knowledge about children and their families to use as a
part of classroom curriculum.
During the fall semester of their junior year (semester one), the teacher candidates
participated in a class where they were able to first begin to explore the concept of storying. In
the syllabus for Children’s Literature in the Classroom: Birth to 8 years (Acevedo, Syllabus,
2012), the course objectives specifically related to story were described.
Storying is a way of making meaning and giving structure and meaning to our
experiences with others. We create realistic and imaginative stories about our
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experiences. Even the most abstract theory can be seen as just a ‘bigger story’ that is used
to make sense of the observations about the world. Inventing the story is not enough, the
story must be told and so narrative is, at heart, a social process. For young children, the
invention and telling of stories is continuously evidenced in their play and talk. We will
explore how our use of literature with young children can build on their understanding
and use of stories (p. 1).
One of the primary activities that the teacher candidates were able to participate in was a family
story interaction, where they were asked to share two to three books, along with any artifacts,
with the family they had been visiting based on the what they had learned about the family’s
funds of knowledge. The purpose of the assignment was to give them the opportunity to interact
with the student and their parents around literature and to stimulate storying. They were then
asked to reflect on the interaction and what they learned from the experience in relationship to
how literature could be used as a resource with children and families in their final benchmark
assignment.
Connecting family funds of knowledge through family story backpacks was an
engagement implemented during the pre-service teachers’ final fall and spring semesters
(semester three and four) through their Language Arts and Literacy Practices for the Young
Child (Iddings, Syllabus, 2013) class and their Methods of Structured English Immersion
(Acosta & Karimi, Syllabus, 2014) class where they also continued to conduct family home
engagements visiting the homes of students and participated in additional assignments using
what they learned in the home about family funds of knowledge. The main focus in the final
class was around the backpack that was themed “Story of My Name,” because learning about the
history of a student’s name can bring up important aspects of their identity and help the student
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teachers to learn more about the family history and culture through the story of how the child’s
name was chosen. Teacher candidates and their mentor teachers selected a few family story
backpacks developed and provided by CREATE to use in their placement classroom as
transportable curriculum between home and school. The family story backpacks contained
books and journals for children to share with their families, write about their experience, and
return to the classroom to share their stories with the classroom community. The journal entries
(stories) in the backpacks were then analyzed by the pre-service teacher to learn more about
families’ funds of knowledge and cultural experiences in order to impact classroom curriculum.
During the class, student teachers were also asked to use the family home interaction time to
learn more about family traditions as a way to celebrate diversity in the classroom as well as
learn more about their select family, and to reflect about how what they learned from the
assignment could impact their current and future classrooms. Many of the reading assignments
during the semester were of articles relating to race and/or culture in education tying the
engagements that teacher candidates were participating in to the theoretical foundations relating
to the cultural strengths of diverse populations.
In the CREATE curriculum, Principle 2 was enacted through the use of family story
backpacks, which was used as a “transportable curriculum to facilitate the sharing of stories
around themes significant to families” (Acevedo & Short, 2012). In addition, “Cultural
Community Storyboxes” were used in the classrooms to “to facilitate the exploration of global
cultural diversity” (Acevedo & Short, 2014), as well as “Digital Storytelling,” where the preservice teachers chose one student to develop a self-made book encapsulating the funds of
knowledge they had observed during a home visit. In their own classroom, the teachers may
have created their own backpacks to send home as transportable curriculum, created work
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stations or centers with literature and items for the students to explore other cultures, invited
families or community members into the classroom as their way of enacting the principle, and
published classroom books around student and family funds of knowledge.
Family and community in CREATE.
Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of family literacies in literacy learning.
Celebrating and honoring the linguistic and culturally diverse backgrounds of families
allows their local knowledge to be made visible in classrooms. This knowledge plays out
across multiple literacies of visual images, music, movement, mathematical thinking, and
language. When family members are invited to participate in their children’s learning,
children’s engagement increases and positive relationships between families and teachers
foster optimal development for children. Our teacher candidates invite children to use
their native languages to develop literacy as well as to share their stories through multiple
literacies. Teacher candidates and teacher educators who work in community-based
education centers have many opportunities to learn with and from children and to build
from the multiple literacies that are integral to the lives of families
(http://createarizona.org, 2014).
In addition to the engagements previously discussed in the detailed description of the first two
principles, such as family story backpacks, family home engagements, digital storytelling, and
cultural community storyboxes, Principle 3 was enacted by requiring teacher candidates to
develop relationships with families and the community, reaching outside the walls of the
classroom to engage with families and community partners in order to promote the language and
literacy development of the children through school-wide events with partnering sites, and home
engagements (Iddings, Syllabus, 2013). Conducting family interviews during family home
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interactions to learn about the unique family traditions, language use, and home-school
expectations provided in-depth background information and established important relationships
between teacher candidates and families. Through community mapping, teacher candidates
researched and visited the community to take note of the resources available to the students and
their families, as well as resources that could be utilized for their classrooms (Acosta-Iriqui,
Syllabus, 2013). In their own classroom, this could be represented in their knowledge of the
community they live in, and might be represented in the classroom curriculum around
community members that they have invited into the classroom, field trips they have taken, or
community issues that may have come up in discussions and have become a part of the
classroom curriculum.
Professional learning opportunities in CREATE.
Principle 4: Providing professional learning opportunities for educators across
community, school, and university settings.
Through professional conversations in varied locations, early childhood educators engage
in discussions about the CREATE principles as they apply to practice in different settings
with different groups of learners. These conversations provide teachers and
administrators, university faculty, community members, teacher candidates, and families
with meaningful and relevant opportunities to learn with and from one another about
current and enduring issues of transformative education practices. Learning to teach
children and learning to teach teacher candidates are ongoing, systemic, and reciprocal
processes in which educators work across courses, disciplines and institutions to
continuously improve educational circumstances for all children (http://createarizona.org,
2014).
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In the CREATE program, Principle 4 was enacted through the site coordinator and the
early childhood education director providing professional learning opportunities once a month
where teacher candidates, mentor teachers, and university faculty could come together at a

community site to work and reflect together. Often the professional opportunities were centered
around the CREATE curriculum as they worked to develop a common understanding of the
principles, the co-teaching process, coursework assignments, and the implementation of the
transportable curriculum provided by CREATE.
CREATE curriculum.
The current curriculum, finalized after the first two years of research, was first
implemented during the third year, and is the set of courses and key assignments that continue to
be used in the early childhood program to date. The finalized curriculum is described in Table 1
below. I focus here on describing some of the assignments or engagements where gaining funds
of knowledge were the primary goal.
Table 1
CREATE Curriculum Sequence with Family, Story and Community Engagements (Clift, Iddings,
Jurich, Reyes, & Short, 2015)
Semester One
Fall

Semester
Two
Spring

Semester Three
Fall

Semester Four
Spring
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Coursework

Activities
and
Engagements

Location

Child Guidance &
Classroom
Management BirthAge 8
Cultural Pluralism
Children’s Literature
Social Studies
Early Childhood
Education
Foundations BirthAge 8 (if not taken
earlier
Internship

Introduced Cultural
Story Boxes
Introduce Family
Story Back Packs
Families from
practicum/internshi
p classroom
3 family engagements

A university campusbased event to
which families are
invited

The Young
Child: Birth
to Age 8
Early
Language
Acquisition
and Literacy
Developmen
t
Language and
Literacy
Practices
Across
Learning
Contexts for
the Young
Child
Art
Student
Teaching:
Birth-PreK
classroom
Cultural Story
Boxes
Implemente
d
Community
Literacy
Canastas
introduced
Families from
fall semester
continue.
3 family
engagement
s with
families
from Fall.
A community
literacy
event with
their
families,
which may
be site,
partner or
community
based.

Using Data to Guide
Instruction: Birth to
Age 8
Sheltered English
Immersion
Inclusion
Math
Language Arts and
Literacy Practices
for the Young Child
Internship

Sheltered English
Immersion
II
Reflective
Professionalis
m and
Leadership in
Early
Childhood
Education
Science
Student Teaching
K-3 classroom

Family Story Back
Packs
Funds of Knowledge
Digital Stories
Dual language families
from
practicum/internship
classroom.
3 family engagements

Family Story
Back Packs
Dual language
families from
fall semester
continue.
3 family
engagements
with families
from Fall.

A site based event to
support relationship
with community

A connection to
an existing
community
event such as
the Festival of
Books, April
Month of the
Young Child.
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The curriculum blended key project principles and national teaching standards into
coursework through a site-based learning experience that began in the students’ junior year.
Each course integrated engagements that highlighted experience with and implementation of the
core principles and standards. For example, during the fall and spring semester of both their
junior and senior years, the teacher candidates participated in family home engagements where
they visited one student’s family from their placement classroom in their home multiple times in
order to gain insight into the family’s funds of knowledge. Each semester, the teacher
candidates were also asked to implement a piece of transportable curriculum. For instance,
during the spring semester of their junior year, the teacher candidates were able to integrate
cultural community story boxes into their placement classrooms. The story boxes each focused
on a specific local or global cultural community and contained both books and artifacts for
children to explore. Teacher candidates submitted a benchmark assignment at the end of each
semester. The benchmark assignment was a performance-based assessment that evaluated the
teacher candidates’ progress toward meeting the standards and principles. Successful completion
of the benchmark assignment demonstrated proficiency and provided evidence that they had
actualized the principles in practice. It signified that they had met the objectives of the course
and was a requirement in order to pass the course.
In order to tightly weave the curriculum taught within each semester, the instructors, site
coordinator, director of early childhood education, and the family and community liaison worked
as a team to connect specific pieces of curriculum together so that students could benefit from
the interconnectedness of the curriculum. For example, at the beginning of their junior year, one
of the instructors assigned the students to bring in a cultural artifact to share, then invited all of
the other instructors and the site coordinator to participate so that everyone had similar cultural
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knowledge about each other to work from throughout that semester and in the semesters to come.
Teacher candidates entered the program as a group, referred to as a cohort, and attended
classes and graduated together as a cohort. A site coordinator was assigned to work with each
cohort for the two-year period. During both their junior and senior years, teacher candidates
concurrently attended classes and completed their practicum and student teaching experiences.
For the duration of their junior year, students were placed in Birth to Pre-K classrooms, and
during their senior year, they were placed in K – 3 classrooms, after participating in a networking
event with mentor teachers where they were essentially paired by choice.
In addition to coursework and student teaching placements, they participated in
professional times once or twice a month led by their site coordinator to help them successfully
integrate the two. Professional learning opportunities led by the site coordinator and the director
of early childhood education were also held once a month at a community site where student
teachers, mentor teachers, instructors and supervisors were provided with opportunities to work
and reflect together. The first cohort to experience the newly designed curriculum was Cohort 6.
Two of the students from Cohort 6, who graduated from the CREATE project and are now first
year teachers, are the primary participants in this case study.
Organization of the Remainder of the Study
In the next five chapters I begin by providing a literature review around funds of
knowledge, story, and family and community literacy to provide a deeper understanding of the
CREATE principles (Chapter Two). I focus on describing the methodology I used to conduct
this study (Chapter Three). Then, I provide two chapters focusing on the results of the study
analyzed through the role of teacher candidate (Chapter Four) and as first year teacher (Chapter
Five). Finally, I revisit the conceptual framework and literature review in this chapter in order to
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
In this Chapter, I review the conceptualization of the work undergirding the principles of
CREATE, in order to develop indicators that would allow me to examine the principles in action.
I begin by reviewing the concept of funds of knowledge and work to create a general definition
based on previous research to support the case studies that follow. I review selected research
around the concept of story as it relates to meaning making and as a way to gain insight into the
knowledge and skills of others in order to create a base knowledge of the concept of story to
support the case studies that follow. I also review family and community literacy as a way to
gain access to funds of knowledge and ways the concept can be used to bridge the gap between
home and school. Finally, I provide a short summary of the review as it relates to this study.
Each review is not extensive, and is meant to provide insight into the importance of family and
community literacy as a way to bridge the gap between home and school, as it is used in the
CREATE program. Select literature has been chosen to highlight the ways in which researchers
both within and outside of the program have developed similar emphases as a way to gain funds
of knowledge about students and families to impact the practice of educators.
Reviews of Selected Research on Funds of Knowledge
The use of the term funds of knowledge can be traced back historically first from an
anthropological perspective, and then applied more specifically to an educational anthropological
perspective focusing on “funds” as the resources that students, families, and communities bring
to the table that can be utilized by teachers as a curricular resource.
Initially drawing from the anthropological work of Wolf (1966), the term funds of
knowledge, was translated as a term used in educational anthropology by Greenberg (1989), an
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applied anthropologist at the University of Arizona. In the household funds paradigm, Wolf
“distinguished a number of funds households must juggle to make ends meet: caloric funds,
funds of rent, replacement funds, ceremonial funds, social funds, and so on. Entailed in each is a
wider set of activities requiring specific bodies, or funds, of knowledge” (Velez-Ibanez &
Greenberg, 1992, p. 314). Funds of knowledge were then further defined as “those bodies of
knowledge of strategic importance to households” (Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992, p. 314),
and were used by anthropologists not only as a way to gain a deeper understanding of
U.S./Mexican populations, but were also proposed as useful resources in the classroom.
It was with Moll, Amanti, Neff, & González’s (1992) extension of the idea from
anthropology to education that the concept gained much of its power to disrupt discourses of
deficit and to transform teachers’ beliefs and attitudes (Oughton, 2010). Working within
Mexican communities in Tucson, Arizona, the anthropologists partnered with teachers to
determine how to gain funds of knowledge and apply what they had learned to the classroom
curriculum. They were the first to study education and anthropology as a collaborative project.
Utilizing the “combination of ethnographic observations, open-ended interviewing strategies, life
histories, and case studies that, when combined analytically, can portray accurately the complex
functions of households within their socio-historical contexts” (p. 132), Moll et al. (1992) set the
stage for developing “innovations in teaching that draw upon the knowledge and skills found in
local households” (p. 132). They began their work designing research around activities such as,
“the ethnographic analysis of household dynamics, the examination of classroom practices, and
the development of after-school study groups with teachers” (p. 132). After conducting home
visits with families from their classrooms and gaining information about funds of knowledge, the
teachers were able to develop themes and establish an inquiry process through which their
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students could learn based on what the teachers had learned in the home. For example, after
learning that a family sold candy, a theme was developed around the making of candy and the
economics of candy selling. Through their classroom-based example, they asserted that instead
of focusing on the current deficiency model of instruction, teachers/schools could use the funds
of knowledge concept as a way to understand and build upon the knowledge of minority
children, and more specifically in U.S./Mexican households.
In their article focusing on using the mathematical funds of knowledge gained from
diverse populations to influence curriculum, González, Andrade, Civil, and Moll (2001), found
that often it was easy for teachers to create a holistic concept around language arts and social
studies, but mathematics was much harder. By suggesting that teachers develop “zones of
practice” for all subjects, including mathematics, teachers can “invite children into a world with
a concrete motivating activity in which the everyday and spontaneous come into contact with the
scientific and the schooled” (p. 128). Their study is a reminder that students should be involved
in practices where they are not just “consumers of knowledge, but also producers of knowledge”
(p. 130). They also established a short history and updated explanation of funds of knowledge.
For several years, we have worked within a conceptual framework that has come to be
known as the funds of knowledge perspective. This work has undergone several
iterations (see González, 1995; González & Amanti, 1997; González et al., 1995; Moll,
1992; Moll, Amanti, Neff, & González, 1992; Moll & González, 1996). Initially drawing
from the anthropological work of Wolf (1966), the term funds of knowledge was coined
by Greenberg, an applied anthropologist at the University of Arizona (Vélez-Ibáñez &
Greenberg, 1992). In the household funds paradigm, Wolf distinguished a number of
funds households must juggle to make ends meet: caloric funds, funds of rent,
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replacement funds, ceremonial funds, social funds, and so on. Entailed in each is a wider
set of activities requiring specific bodies, or funds, of knowledge. Funds of knowledge,
then, are the historically accumulated bodies of knowledge and skills essential for
household functioning and well-being. (Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg, 1992, p. 116).
Although they found that the application of funds of knowledge research and methods were more
challenging in the subject area of mathematics, because there was a difference between the
mathematics being used in homes and the ways mathematics were being taught in the classroom,
they were able to establish ways in which they could be useful if teachers began to think about
mathematics in a more socially constructive way.
Funds of Knowledge: Theorizing Practices in Households, Communities, and Classrooms
(González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005), presented a more detailed definition of funds of knowledge
and worked to create a more detailed illustration of funds of knowledge in practice, also sharing
the work of teacher researchers who were trying to develop a deeper understanding of funds of
knowledge as an approach to teaching. Teachers worked alongside researchers to think about
what an interview should look like and sound like, and learned how to become observers and
take detailed field notes, during the process. Through home visits and interviews, the teachers
went into student’s homes in order to gain knowledge about families lived experiences.
Teachers also participated in a group study of ethnographic literature in relationship to teaching
and education, which was found to be integral to the learning process.
In a review of the text, Daniels (2007) wrote that the book,
…described the discoveries that teacher-researchers made when they tried a new
approach to learning about their students' families. In extended interviews with families,
they focused on finding out what family members actually did and how they talked about
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what they did, with the purpose of finding out how much ‘real world’ knowledge their
students already had gained about math, science, literacy, and relationships through their
rich social network. Seeing these ‘funds of knowledge’ as educational resources helps to
remove deficit or disfunctionality assumptions that some may apply to poor and minority
families.
The book, written primarily for educators, advocated for the use of teacher research and proved
that teachers can use students and families lived experiences to create a learning environment
outside the cultural norm.
In her overview and analysis of funds of knowledge literature, Hogg (2011) investigated
whether there was coherence in the literature. She reviewed the research from the last several
decades in order to find a common thread. Her own definition was infused with the work of
González et al. (2005). She stated,
Funds of knowledge offers a new conceptual framework for informing effective practice
for diverse students. It is centered on the principle that the best way to learn about lives
and backgrounds is through a focus on households’ everyday practices, by learning about
‘what people do and what they say about what they do’ (González, 2005, p. 40). The
potential of this approach lies in its ability to identify what is, rather than what is not; and
to engage with individuals, rather than assumptions and stereotypes…With accurate
knowledge of students, teachers can draw on student experiences and priorities in
schooling, thus validating student knowledge and life values, and enabling them to
scaffold student learning from the familiar (p. 667)
Hogg found that there were two definitions among the literature that varied in the sources used to
obtain funds of knowledge. She indicated that there were more valid resources beyond family
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and community, and that popular culture, peer groups, student’s talents, and interests could also
be considered resources for funds of knowledge, indicating that it is “unhelpful to force
agreement on a single definition, which may be inappropriate for specific settings and purposes”
(p. 673). Hogg’s analysis provided a broader perspective of funds of knowledge, building upon
the previous definitions presented.
In his article, “Tapping Into Community Funds of Knowledge,” Genzuk (1999) provided
his own take on funds of knowledge as well as providing activity resources for teacher educators
and teachers alike to use to investigate the concept of funds of knowledge. “The funds of
knowledge concept is that every household is an educational setting in which the major function
is to transmit knowledge from the elders that enhances the survival of its dependents” (p. 9). A
focus is placed upon the ethnographic feature of teachers as researchers in search of funds of
knowledge as the basis for curriculum development. Genzuk stated, “Funds of knowledge
represent a major, undeveloped resource for academic instruction that can be provided by
teachers…” (p. 10), and he suggested five central activities for teachers that lead to the use of
funds of knowledge in teaching. Those central activities involve teacher training in ethnographic
methods, ethnographic analysis of the home and community skills and knowledge, analysis of
the content and methods used in the classroom, researchers and teachers collaboratively studying
funds of knowledge classroom practices, and working to develop units that use the knowledge of
the home and community to influence the content and methods used in the curriculum (p. 11).
Participating in activities that help teachers better understand the concept and application of
funds of knowledge, Genzuk argued, is vital to the teacher’s ability to develop instruction that
taps into that knowledge.
Hedges (2012) looked at funds of knowledge in relationship teacher’s pedagogical
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decision-making. Her definition, based on Moll, Amanti, Neff, & González’s (1992) work, was
that “funds of knowledge positions the knowledge learners develop in their households and
families as intuitive sources of cultural and cognitive resources that can then be utilised in
educational settings” (Hedges, 2012, p. 10). She posited that a teacher’s own funds of
knowledge affects the way they interpret the funds of knowledge of students and families. In her
article, she worked within Hammersley’s argument that “teaching practice cannot be based
directly on research evidence because it needs to be filtered through teachers’ experiences and
understandings” (p. 8). In her study of ten early childhood teachers and 35 students, she found
that “while engaging with children, teachers often drew on knowledge gained from their personal
experiences in their families and communities,” which she broke down into three contexts:
“family based, centre-based and community-based” (p. 13). Through her research, she was able
to provide insight into the ways that teachers integrate their own funds of knowledge into their
teaching and curriculum.
Reviews of Selected Research on Story
We all make meaning of the world through the stories that we live, tell, and hear. Stories
are the way we learn about each other and make connections with others. They are the way we
learn about the world outside of our own, gain new perspectives, and find commonalities. “We
tell our stories to others to invite them to consider our meanings and to construct their own, as
well as to better understand those experiences ourselves” (Short, 2012, p. 10). Because stories
are such an important part of how we come to understand the world, and “all children come to
school with stories…” (Short, 2012, p. 11), it is essential for children to participate in genuine
dialogue in the classroom. One way to elicit stories is through the use of literature, when used in
authentic ways. Often teachers think of using literature in skill specific ways. However, it
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doesn’t have to be an either/or mentality. Literature can be used in many ways in the classroom,
but it is important not to forget to provide children with opportunities to connect to literature
through their own stories.
The decision about whether to read literature to support students in learning content more
effectively or to experience life is not an either/or opposition. Literature can encourage
student interest in certain topics and help them understand information and issues.
Literature can provide a vehicle for learning about written language and engaging in
curricular inquiries. At the same time, these experiences can occur within the context of
literature as a way of knowing and critiquing the world (Short, 2012, p. 12).
Telling stories is a natural process. We do it every day to share a piece of our lives with
others, to tell them something that was meaningful to us, to help them understand us on a deeper
level. We listen to stories, and as we listen, we think about the ways that other stories fit into our
own world and the world around us. Through the process of telling and listening to stories, we
connect to each other on a deeper level.
They are the way our minds make sense of our world. We work at understanding events
and people by constructing stories to interpret what is occurring around us. In turn, these
stories create our views of the world and the lenses through which we construct meaning
about ourselves and others. We tell stories to make connections and form relationships.
Stories bind us together in community” (Short, 2013, pp. 113-114).
Short (2013) also suggested that telling stories provide necessary opportunities for students and
teachers to make deep connections. Because stories are a part of our every day lives in a variety
of ways, they are an important and often untapped resource for literacy curriculum development.
Mandated curriculum and standards tend to standardize classroom literacy by prescribing the
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literature teachers should read, questions they should ask, and assignments they should give,
thereby removing the natural instinct we have to connect to literature through our own stories.
Short’s work on story provided a foundation for Principle 2 as a way not only to make meaning
and to build rich literacy experiences, but also as a way for teachers to gain insight into the funds
of knowledge of their students and families.
Marshall and Toohey (2010) researched the ways in which the retelling of family stories
by Punjabi Sikh students in a Canadian elementary school became cultural resources in the
school community. Their study, the Family Stories Project, was a part of a larger research study
on the literacy practices of English Language Learners. Their project involved a three-year
collaboration between teachers and researchers who worked together to in every aspect of
developing the activities used.
In one school, the teacher noted that many grandparents dropped their grandchildren off
at school and stayed for a while to read to them, but most of them did not speak English. With
all of the books being written in English, the teacher, supported by the research group, decided to
have grandparents record the stories from their own childhood on MP3 players. As the stories
came back, the teacher and children translated the stories into English and made illustrations to
create picture books. After they had translated the stories into English, the children decided to
translate the stories back to Punjabi, through a variety of support systems. Finally, the children
recorded themselves reading the stories both in English and Punjabi and they were placed on
compact discs and included with the illustrated texts. Through critical discourse analysis of the
completed picture books, researchers found that the stories had become not just the grandparent’s
story, but also the translation of their story through their grandchildren’s eyes.
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The Family Stories Project was successful in bringing in family funds of knowledge to
the school through the use of stories in the form of dual-language books. It also encouraged the
students to discuss issues they hadn’t discussed before that were outside of the norm.
Ultimately, Marshall and Toohey (2010) found that their project supported previous research that
demonstrated the “richness of the funds of knowledge (Gonzalez, et al. 2005) that students bring
from home and the importance of tapping into understandings students bring to the classroom
from individual experiences as well as from their peer groups and popular cultural contexts
(Dyson, 2001)” (p. 236). This study demonstrated how story could effectively be used in the
classroom to share the funds of knowledge of families and transform curriculum in the process.
In her research, Ellis (1994) examined a self-developed method that was used to
encourage 150 pre-service teachers to engage in narrative inquiry with the students in their
placement schools. Using semi-structured interviews that were tape-recorded and the interview
transcriptions, the teacher candidates wrote a narrative portrait of the students and then were
asked to reflect on the experience. In class, the teacher candidates were asked to complete
follow-up activities that required them to read and respond to each other’s work, form interest
groups based upon one aspect of the child, and finally form a discussion group around common
themes that the she identified through their reflections. She found that all the theoretical
concepts that her students were learning along the way began to become important aspects that
were embedded in a child’s story, applying theory to practice in authentic ways. Upon reviewing
her own research on the assignment, Ellis stated,
Given the themes and process I discovered, I am now more certain that narrative inquiries
with children are an important contribution to a teacher preparation program. They
effectively engage neophyte teachers in a form of qualitative research that enables
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children to become the center of pedagogy. The process is emancipatory for children and
student teachers as relationships are built and power is apportioned among children,
neophyte teachers, and the teacher educator in non-oppressive, empowering, healthy
ways…What student teachers can take away…is a way of being a teacher-researcher that
can help them understand new situations (Ellis, 1994, p. 368).
Reviews of Selected Research on Family and Community Literacy
Inspired by the work of Moll, Amanti, Neff, and Gonzalez (1992) relating to funds of
knowledge and the importance of building classroom connections based upon the strengths and
resources that families and communities can provide, Da Silva Iddings (2009) worked to set up a
welcome center in a pre-k through fifth grade school. Her goal was to “create a social and
instructional space where recent immigrant families in the school would come to trade a variety
of expertise, meet each other, gather information about their children’s education, and share
general information on practical matters,” as well as “to become acquainted with the U.S.
educational system and with what their children were learning in school, and hopefully to
become active agents in their learning trajectories” (p. 307). Through the use of a grant, she was
able to create a space that was comfortable and inviting for socializing, and that provided
planned service and learning opportunities for parents and students on a regular basis, where they
were encouraged not only to bring their histories to the welcome center, but also to their child’s
classroom. Activities that brought home literacy practices to the school were significant in
helping to: “(a) recognize immigrant students’ cultural backgrounds; (b) build on their linguistic
and literate histories; and (c) develop common classroom and home literacy practices” (p. 308).
Teachers reported that there were “greater fluidity between home and school literacy contexts,”
noted the importance of addressing some of the “immediate concerns of newly arrived immigrant
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families,” (p. 309) and learned that bilingualism was a strength that could be built upon in the
school. Da Silva Iddings’ research suggested that providing a space for students and families to
share their unique background, literacies, and knowledge, or funds of knowledge, could be one
way to facilitate a productive connection between home and school.
In her article, Gaitan (2012) worked to shed light on the importance of a focus on the
strengths of the home culture, language, and literacy of Latino families as a way for educators to
build connections between parents, schools, and the community. She stated,
Teachers’ knowledge of the students’ home culture is imperative, not as a relic to hang on
the bulletin board, but as a means to provide a rich curriculum that allows students to
express themselves and participate fully in their learning. Becoming familiar with
students’ cultural backgrounds not only helps educators know who the students are, but it
also makes them aware of the skills their students have that contribute to their learning (p.
308).
This becomes possible when educators create a space in their classroom where the values and
practices from diverse backgrounds are valued and evident in the curriculum. Based upon her
fifteen year longitudinal research project with Latino families, Gaitan found that through home
visits and interviews, educators are able to learn more about the home language, literacy
practices, and culture of their students that can then be integrated into the curriculum (p. 309).
Focusing on two primary teachers in England who were involved in a larger research
project, Cremin, Mottram, Collins, Powell, and Drury (2012) looked at the ways that teachers
were challenged to research their students’ literacy practices and funds of knowledge in order to
create curriculum that was responsive and connected to the home. Citing the work around funds
of knowledge (Gonzalez et al., 2005), Cremin et al.’s work “sought to help teachers find out
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about and build upon the potentially diverse funds of knowledge in their own community
contexts…to explore the consequences for classroom practice and for fostering home-school
relations” (p. 104). In the context of their study, Cremin et al., described the visits to the homes
of families as “Learner Visits” (p. 104) to place the focus of the visit on learning more about the
family without judgment. They were supported through the process of exploring children’s
literacy outside of the classroom by being given opportunities to “reflect, debate, critique, and
challenge their thinking” (p. 105) with other teachers, headteachers, coordinators, researchers
and partners from outside agencies. Through the use of interviews, debriefings, portfolios, field
notes, teacher presentations, coordinator progress reports, and reflective journals, Cremin et al.
(2012) found in the two specific case studies that,
…the Learner Visits enabled them to develop new understandings about children’s
literacy practices; they came to appreciate more about the young people’s capacities,
desires and interests in the world beyond school. Arguably, they also came to see that in
all the families visited, literacy surrounded the children’s activities and despite its
diversity and contextual variety, it was part of the fabric of family life (p. 111).
They also found that families were inclined to feel more comfortable opening up about
themselves as the teachers shared similar stories from their lives, and that the original
assumptions the teachers had about families was altered through the experience. Although the
teachers had begun to see the students with whom they had conducted “Learner Visits” through a
different lens, in both cases the teachers found it difficult to translate the literacy knowledge they
gained from the visits into practice in their classrooms. Cremin et al.’s research provided an
example of teachers as researchers of the literacy practices of their students and families and how
it impacted their perspectives.
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After a curriculum redesign of the early childhood teacher preparation program, referred
to as CREATE, where a focus was placed on putting “family and community at the center of
program design,” Reyes, Da Silva Iddings, and Feller (2015) researched the use of family-home
engagements, sometimes referred to as home visits, as a way to engage with students and their
families in order to gain access to their funds of knowledge. In their case study of teacher
candidates who were required as a part of their coursework to conduct home interactions three
times a semester for one of their university courses with a case study child and their family,
Reyes, et al. (2015) used end of semester reflections and interviews to determine how teacher
candidates gained new understandings of families’ strengths in language and literacy by
practicing a funds of knowledge perspective, and the elements that helped them as they shifted
their own theories. Reyes, et al. found that the teacher candidates were able to transform their
thinking when provided with field experiences that provide “powerful learning opportunities to
learn with and from children, their parents, their families, their caregivers and their
communities” (2005, p. 29). They also learned that teacher candidates came to unique
understandings of funds of knowledge in households based upon their own personal histories and
language and literacy backgrounds. Their study conducted early on in the CREATE program
demonstrated the impact a funds of knowledge perspective practiced within a supportive context
could have on teacher candidates as they worked towards becoming educators.
Summary of Reviews Connected to Study
By providing teacher candidates with opportunities to work with and learn from families
in the community where they are placed in mentor classrooms CREATE’s redesign of early
childhood teacher education curriculum presents ways that they can facilitate home-school
connections. One common thread noted throughout the literature review is of teachers as
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researchers of literacy practices as they worked to use knowledge that was gained through both
story and family and community literacy projects as a way to obtain funds of knowledge. For the
program to achieve its purpose, the principle around funds of knowledge must be an essential
concept across all teacher education courses, with the second and third principles providing
supportive theories about how to gain access to funds of knowledge. “Articulating the vision is
only the first step; weaving the vision throughout the teacher education curriculum and
developing the local capacity to implement that curriculum are ongoing and collaborative
processes” (Villegas & Lucas, 2002, p. 30). Just as imperative as gaining funds of knowledge is
the use of the new knowledge teachers’ gain about the strengths that students and families bring
to the classroom as a curricular resource. Funds of knowledge data should impact curriculum.
The research underlying Principles 1, 2, and 3, the principle itself, and the engagements
performed during the teacher preparation program highlighted in Chapter One were the
foundation for the development of indicators I utilized during data analysis, which are detailed in
Chapter Three. Multiple case study methodology allowed me to closely examine each teacher
independently through the use of multiple data collection methods while comparing the results in
order to provide more substantial findings. The indicators I developed for analysis afforded me
the opportunity to look closely at each piece of data independently and understand the contextual
factors that impacted the translation of the CREATE principles, and was helpful in determining
themes that I noted through the analysis.
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Chapter Three
Methods
Multiple Case Study
In this chapter, I present the methodological design for this multiple case study. “Even
with two cases, you have the possibility of direct replication. Analytic conclusions
independently arising from two cases…will be more powerful than those coming from a single
case alone” (Yin, 2014, p. 64). I developed detailed case studies of each teacher’s classroom
environment and the individual and contextual factors that have helped shape the environment,
and compared the two cases in order to gain a deeper understanding of contexts and situations
that support or impede implementation of the CREATE principles in the classroom. “Each case
to be studied has its own problems and relationships. The cases have their stories to tell…but the
official interest is in the collection of these cases or in the phenomenon exhibited in those cases”
(Stake, 2006, p. vi). In order to locate the phenomenon, I needed to be able to separate the data
and report on each individual case, then cut back across both cases to find commonalities to draw
cross-case conclusions to determine findings and implications. Employing the use of a multiple
case study allowed me as the researcher to analyze within each setting and across settings to
examine two cases in order to understand the similarities and the differences between the cases
(Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 550). Because my focus was on the ways in which two first year
teachers translate principles to practice, I used several qualitative methods for data collection,
which were replicated in both cases: classroom observations, field notes, my own journal,
documents and records from the teacher’s classrooms and the CREATE curriculum, interviews,
audio-taped conversations, and artifacts.
Each data source is one piece of the ‘puzzle,’ with each piece contributing to the
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researcher’s understanding of the whole phenomenon. This convergence adds strength to
the findings as the various strands of data are braided together to promote a greater
understanding of the case (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 554).
Those methods allowed me to look in depth across many areas of the classroom in the least
invasive manner, while affording me the opportunity to identify key aspects and categories
across data sources that affirm or contradict the translation of the CREATE principles.
The following research questions guided my investigation:
1. How are the core principles of CREATE interpreted and translated by first year teachers
in practice and in concept?
a. What evidence from the pre-service program suggests that the principles were
encountered and put into practice in the pre-service program?
b. What evidence suggests that the principles were translated into practice in the first
year of teaching?
c. What contextual and individual factors affected the translation of principles to
practice?
IRB Approval
The Institutional Review Board (IRB), within the University of Arizona, College of
Education, approved this multiple case study, and additional approval for the research conducted
in this study was obtained by providing a copy of the dissertation proposal to each school
district. I met with both teachers off site before I began any research at their classroom site in
order to go over the IRB consent form and answer any questions they might have about the
research. Both teachers consented and were excited about the research process.
Participants
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For this multiple case study, I focused on two first year kindergarten teachers during their
first year of teaching. I recruited teachers who recently graduated from the University of
Arizona early childhood program (CREATE) and who were teaching in two different local
school districts located in the Tucson metro area. I also took into consideration that both of the
teachers were located near the Tucson metro area, which made transportation to each campus
easier. Both teachers were European-American females under the age of 30. Kaitlin and Tess
were located at different school districts on opposite sides of town. Pseudonyms for names and
school identification were used to protect the identities of the case study participants.
Kaitlin.
Kaitlin came into the CREATE project with many previous experiences in early
childhood education, specifically with 1-2 year olds, and with 3-5 year olds in a Reggio inspired
program. She noted that she realized she wanted to be a teacher through those experiences.
While she was a teacher candidate, she began to take on leadership roles outside the university in
the field of early childhood education by becoming a member of a local chapter of a national
early childhood organization. By the end of her involvement in CREATE, she was envisioning
herself as a leader in the education community and was looking forward to her roles both inside
and outside of the classroom. “I will become an active member within the school community by
participating on different activity boards to plan events to help bridge the gap between home and
school” (E-Portfolio , TTE 403, Leadership in the Profession and Community Assignment,
Spring, 2014). After completing her Birth to Pre-K student teaching in a diverse preschool, and
her K-3 student teaching in a kindergarten classroom, she spoke of how much she learned from
having the opportunity to visit families in their own homes and learn about their cultures. She
was excited about incorporating their lifestyles in the classroom and engaging students in
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multiple ways.
Mesquite primary school.
Kaitlin was a kindergarten teacher at Mesquite Primary School. She worked in a school
with ten other kindergarten teachers. The school served 731 students in grades K-2, and was
located in a suburb of Tucson, AZ. The student body was made up of 6 ethnicities. The largest
ethnic group of the 731 students was White, followed by Hispanic (34.2 %), Black (4.2 %),
Asian (1.1 %), Indian (0.8 %) and Mixed Students of two or more ethnicities (0.8 %). The
student body was about evenly split between males and females. The male population of the
school was slightly larger; 379 of the 731 students (51.8 %) were male whereas 352 of the 731
students (48.2 %) were female. Fifteen percent of the students that attended Mesquite Primary
School qualified for free and reduced lunch.
The district Kaitlin worked for provided two mentors to all new teachers, a school-based
mentor and a district-based mentor. The school-based mentor typically helped the new teacher
with the rules and regulations of the district/school and answered any related questions. The
district mentor conducted observations of the new teacher, taking copious notes, and gave them
to the new teacher after the observation, but there was little conversation around the observation
in the form of questions or feedback. When Kaitlin asked for feedback after the observation, she
was redirected to think about how she thought she did or what she thought she should change.
The observation basically served as a general detailed account of what the mentor observed.
Curriculum and support.
Kaitlin and the other kindergarten teachers met weekly to plan together. They used the
district adopted curriculum map, Beyond Textbooks, and were required to make sure that they
had met the standards each week, but could use any strategies and methods that they wished to
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teach the standards. Kaitlin described the curriculum as “kind of common core based, broken
down, identifying the most important parts of common core” (Observation, 12/17/14). Kaitlin
was not provided with any scripted curriculum, basal series, or textbooks to use as resources in
developing curriculum, so she relied heavily on the weekly grade level meetings as she planned
curriculum for her classroom. When Kailtin arrived to her classroom, she found that there were
also few resources provided by the district, such as high quality read alouds, leveled reading
books, and literacy/math manipulatives. The resources that were provided, such as science
resources packages, limited the science topics that could be addressed in her classroom.
Kaitlin frequently had one parent volunteer in the classroom that came in during the
morning to help her get things ready for the day. The school district had a strict policy on
classroom visitors, requiring them to go through a detailed approval process before they could
volunteer in the classroom, limiting her ability to encourage parent participation in the
classroom. The school frequently planned family nights with different themes. Some themes
were around academics, such as a literacy/math night, and others were just to bring the families
and school personnel together, such as a luau night to celebrate the school’s high quality rating.
Teachers were required to sign up to attend one or two and help out, but were not required to
attend the family nights they had not signed up for.
Tess.
Tess knew she wanted to be a teacher at a very young age, and worked hard throughout
her life to gain experience with children in order to meet that goal, volunteering in classrooms,
teaching in a preschool, and teaching dance classes to young children.
My journey to becoming a teacher started when I was seven years old. At that young
age, I realized I wanted to be a teacher. As I grew older, I spent as many hours
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volunteering in classrooms as possible. I taught in a preschool for a year and taught
dance classes to young children to gain experience working with kids (E-Portfolio, My
Story, May 2014).
As an undergraduate pre-service teacher in the CREATE program, Tess completed her
Birth to Pre-K student teaching in a 3-5 year old classroom and her K-3 placement in a
kindergarten classroom. She also interned in a kindergarten classroom in Phoenix for the two
summers before and in between student teaching. As a pre-service teacher, she spoke of wanting
to be an innovative teacher who made her students think critically about the world around them,
and of wanting to instill her lifelong love of learning into her students. She also aspired to
eventually attend graduate school to earn both a masters and a doctorate in education.
Her experience in the CREATE program helped her to reach that life-long goal of
becoming a teacher. Tess noted how excited she was to start her teaching career due to her
passion “about igniting a love for learning in every child” (E-Portfolio, My Story, May 2014) on
the first page of her E-Portfolio. She also wrote about her future goals to continue her education
and hopefully having a greater impact on the field of education by attending graduate school to
earn a Master’s degree and a PhD.
This will help me gain a great amount of knowledge about children and I can apply that
knowledge while continuing to learn through completing research and/or working in a
research preschool at a university. I believe that I am a lifelong learner and need to
continue to grow as an educator. I need to continue developing my knowledge so that I
can try new strategies and update my teaching skills… In general, I would like to
influence the American education system in some way… The education system is
struggling as it is becoming overpowered by government officials who have no
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background in teaching. Americans need to realize that learning is about the learner and
their individual needs. I hope that I can help spark the shift in how the country views
education (E-Portfolio, TTE 403 Benchmark Assignment, May 2014).
As many teachers who are starting out, Tess had high aspirations to make a difference in the field
of education, and realized all the hard work that it would take to reach that goal.
Saguaro elementary school.
Tess was a kindergarten teacher at Saguaro Elementary School. She worked in a pod
with a team of three other kindergarten teachers who had more experience in teaching than she
did, and was hired for a one-year position to take over for a teacher out on a yearlong maternity
leave. The school served 404 students in Pre-K through 5th grade, the smallest elementary school
student body size in the district, and was located in a suburb of Tucson, AZ. The school itself
was located in a rural location on the edge of the district. The student body was made up of 7
ethnicities. The largest ethnic group of the 404 students was White. This was followed by
Hispanic (25.0 %), Mixed Students of two or more ethnicities (2.0 %), Indian (1.7 %), Black (0.7
%), Asian (0.5 %) and Pacific Islander (0.2 %). The student body was about evenly split between
males and females. The male population of the school was slightly larger; 208 of the 404
students (51.5 %) were male whereas 196 of the 404 students (48.5 %) were female. Threequarters of the students that attended Saguaro Elementary qualified for free and reduced lunch,
and the majority of the students were bused to school.
Curriculum and support.
The district Tess worked for provided her with both a site-based mentor and a district
mentor. The site-based mentor was assigned to mentor all new teachers at the site, where they
met once a month to go over a checklist of things to do. The site-based mentor did not do any
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classroom observations or give any classroom feedback. Their role was primarily to help with
paperwork and the procedures of the school. The district mentor was someone who did not act
as a teacher in the district anymore, and was assigned to a group of teachers as a leader of
professional practice. Their role was to train new teachers through the Gradual Release of
Responsibility Model, and observe in the classroom to write down exactly what the new teacher
did during the lesson, providing no feedback.
Tess and the other kindergarten teachers met weekly to plan together. The other three
teachers had previously met over the summer to develop the kindergarten curriculum while Tess
was out of town, which was purchased off of another kindergarten teacher’s website, and chosen
because it was based on common core standards. The curriculum was highly worksheet based
and built around cute themes that changed on a weekly basis. Tess was required to use the
curriculum and follow the themes, but was told by her principal that she could add to the
curriculum. Many students in Tess’ classroom were pulled out off and on throughout the day to
work with a resource teacher in both math and language arts, and additionally to meet
accommodations for speech/language difficulties. When Tess arrived to her classroom, she
found that she had some language arts and math manipulatives as resources, but very few books
to use for read alouds, and no leveled books for reading. Most of the curriculum resources she
was provided with were worksheets related to the curriculum the other kindergarten teachers had
downloaded off the Internet.
Tess frequently communicated with parents through notes and emails, and invited parents
to help with centers on special occasions, such as holidays. With the school in a rural location,
many of the students being bused to school, and a few families with no car, Tess knew how
important her daily classroom take-home folder was to keeping up communication with families.
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Families were invited to campus regularly for special nights, such as a literacy/science/math
night. Teachers were required to sign up to attend one special family night, but were not
obligated to attend beyond that requirement.
Role of the Researcher
Working within the CREATE project, I had multiple roles. In one role, I conducted
research at the teacher educator level around the curriculum change process. In another role, I
was a site coordinator working with a cohort of pre-service teachers, and the directors/mentor
teachers of the sites they may visit. In my final role, I worked as a student teacher supervisor
with specific students from the same cohort. As a research assistant, I was privy to the
challenges and successes that the project faced, and the multiple definitions that the research
participants possessed related to the project principles. It was during that process that I began to
think about the translation of principles to practice for first year teachers. As a site coordinator,
who participated in monthly instructional meetings, I was in a unique position as both a
participant and an observer. On one hand, my input was needed as someone who coordinated
professional development, site visits, and student teaching experiences for the early childhood
cohort of student teachers. On the other hand, I was not an instructor in the classroom with the
pre-service teachers, so, ultimately the impact I had on whether they were able to translate the
CREATE curriculum to practice was limited, thereby affording me the opportunity to also be an
observer in the process. As a student teacher supervisor, I was able to see first hand the ways in
which the principles were or were not valued in the classroom by both in-service and pre-service
teachers and the challenges and successes of the project’s family and community engagement
pieces.
Because of my multiple roles on the project and my past experience with the participants
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in this study, I acknowledge myself as an intervention as I negotiated ways to be helpful to the
participants and provide any support they needed along the way, while also acknowledging that
what I write is not only what I learned about their practice, but also some of my own. One
important piece that I acknowledge is the fact that I had an influence on the research due to my
previous role working with the participants when they were pre-service teachers. I was someone
they looked up to and who they looked to for support throughout their teacher preparation, and
they would still view me in the same light, and therefore, look to me for assistance and advice.
The research was not traditional in that I did not maintain a role that was distant from the
participants. Instead, I provided the necessary moral, intellectual, and resource support for the
teachers while they were involved as participants in the research process (Day, 1985, p. 140).
Data Collection
Observations.
I began as a participant observer in each classroom, by intimately sharing the activities in
the classroom in order to develop an insider view of what was happening. I conducted six
observations in each classroom, which I scheduled with the teacher in order to utilize the best
time frame, and varied the observation time periods so that I was able to view and record
different patterns throughout the day. During that time, I conducted informal interviews, taking
detailed field notes of what I observed in the classroom, and our informal discussions. As soon
as possible after the observation, I expanded on the field notes and recorded my own thoughts in
a personal journal. As discussed in Marshall & Rossman (2011, p. 140), I utilized O’HearnCurran’s (1997) formatted descriptive notes, using the left column for descriptive note taking and
reserving the right column for my comments or questions. The observations helped me to
develop focused questions for the final interview protocol that were contextualized to each
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teacher and what was taking place specifically in their classroom. This was important as I
worked to differentiate the study for both participants, and acknowledge that the translation of
the CREATE principles may look different in each context.
Interviews.
During the four-month research time period of conducting classroom observations, I
conducted two semi-structured interviews in order to elicit both participants’ cultural knowledge
and their teaching experiences, and conducted the final interview at the end of the six-month
time period. “Ethnographic interviewing is an elaborate system of a series of interviews
structured to elicit participants’ cultural knowledge” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011, p. 146). A
focus in the interviews was placed on making sure that respondents could “express their own
understandings in their own terms” (Genzuk, 1999). I began by developing an initial protocol
based upon getting to know the teacher, their classroom, their students, and their curriculum
through initial observations, and asking them to story about their experiences with students, with
parents and families, with curriculum, and with colleagues (Appendix B). By asking the teachers
to story about their experiences, I was able to gain special access to the knowledge (Carter, 1993)
only they had surrounding their experiences. I then worked to develop a new protocol for the
second interview where I was able to ask questions specifically about their knowledge of
students, families, and the surrounding community and how that impacted curriculum (Appendix
C). In the final interview, I focused on asking the teachers directly about the CREATE
principles in order to elicit how they believed they had translated the CREATE curriculum to
practice.
Document analysis.
To make sure the last set of protocol questions were reflective of each participants
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independent involvements with CREATE, I conducted a document analysis of their final EPortfolio, which contained their philosophy, benchmark assignments, reflections, and
experiences throughout their two years as teacher candidates in the CREATE project. I also
conducted an initial interview analysis of the first two interviews and conducted the
observational analysis of all six observations before I developed the final protocol questions.
Therefore, some of the questions were the same for both teachers (Appendix A & B) and some
were more individualized (Appendix D & E).
E-portfolios. I conducted a document review of visual materials, such as: E-Portfolios,
copies of charts, lesson plans, assignments, and communication to families, as well as a review
of the district curricula. “The analysis of documents is potentially quite rich in portraying the
values and beliefs of participants in the setting” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011, p. 160). It is
important to mention here that E-Portfolios were implemented during the first semester as a
website created by each teacher candidate. For each course, the teacher candidates chose work
samples to include on their website that illustrated their learning throughout the semester. In
most classes, the work sample that was required to be included on the website was the
benchmark assignment (described in Chapter One) for the class. The E-Portfolio was used at the
end of each semester as a tool for sharing what they learned and for assessment purposes. By the
end of the two years in CREATE, each teacher candidate had an E-Portfolio that was
representative of the learning that occurred in each class. Before using the E-Portfolio for
analysis of what each participant had been exposed to in the CREATE program, I asked for
permission. The copies of charts, lesson plans, assignments, communication between home and
school, and the district curricula were obtained directly from each participant. Those artifacts
were also of great value due to the fact they were data that could be collected with minimal
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disruption to the classroom and teacher, but still provided a wealth of information (See Table 2).
Researcher journal.
Finally, I kept an ongoing journal throughout the data collection process, and referred
back to journals and notes from my past work with the project that informed my role as a
researcher and classroom participant observer. Journaling also allowed me to reflect on my own
previous roles with CREATE as a site coordinator, student teacher supervisor, and researcher.
Although I worked hard to just be an observer in the classroom during the observation process, I
also realized that my presence was a reminder of the CREATE project, and the students
continued to look to me as resource, since I previously served as their site coordinator. Any
advice or help that I provided to each participant was an intervention. The journal also served as
a way for me to reflect on the ways I served as an intervention.
Data Analysis Procedures
My main objective for the analysis of data was to build an explanation (Yin, 2014) by
looking and listening closely for the CREATE principles exemplified through the interviews,
document/artifact review, and classroom observation field notes. I was also interested in hearing
each participant tell their own story about how they believed they had translated principles to
practice.
Data collection procedures and analysis table.
The following table (Table 2) adapted from Yoon (2012), is a working document that was
used to record the data analysis and procedures used in the case study.
Table 2
Data Collection Procedures and Analysis Table
1. How are the core principles of CREATE interpreted and translated by first year
teachers in practice and in concept?
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a. What evidence from the pre-service program suggests that the principles
were encountered and put into practice in the pre-service program?
b. What contextual and individual factors affected the translation of principles
to practice?
Data Source
Data Collection
Frequency/Quantity Description of Data
Procedures
for Analysis
Semi-structured
Audio recordings;
Three times within
Audio recordings
interviews
transcriptions; field
one six-month period were taken during
notes, personal
interviews. Field
journal
notes taken to
document check
transcriptions.
Document/Artifact
Program based:
Ongoing throughout
Copies were made of
Review
CREATE syllabi;
the research process
lesson plans,
CREATE curriculum
assignments, and Echart; E-Portfolios of
Portfolios. Pictures
each teacher
were taken for
Classroom based:
document review of
Teacher lesson plans;
classroom
charts/items hanging
charts/items. Copies
on the classroom wall;
of newsletters and
assignments; lesson
sample lesson plans
plans; newsletters;
were shared through
take home folders; Eemail.
Portfolios
Classroom
Field notes; audio
Six times within one
Field notes, drawings,
Observations
recordings; formatted four-month period
photos of documents,
descriptive notes
and descriptive notes.
Personal Journal
Reflective journal
Ongoing throughout
Reflective journal –
the research process
informal note taking.
Indicators for analysis chart (applied to all data collected).
I began the process of analysis by developing the Indicators for Analysis of Translation
of the CREATE Principles to Practice Chart (Indicators for Analysis Chart – Table 3). As
discussed in Chapter Two, I combined my knowledge of some of the core pieces of many of the
engagements that the teacher candidates in the CREATE program participated in, information I
gained from the CREATE website, and through the review of research around the principles to
develop a chart that represented what I thought I might see as I analyzed teachers’ work samples
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and observed in their first year classrooms that would exemplify funds of knowledge translated
to practice.
In developing the Indicators for Analysis Chart (Table 3), I first revisited the syllabi that I
had for each course in each of the four semesters. Some courses were highly related to the
principles, where they were woven into the engagements and assignments. Using the syllabi, I
looked closely at the ways in which the instructors had created assignments that were
representative of the principles in action. For instance, in the fall of 2012, the course titled
Cultural Pluralism for Young Children was highly structured around funds of knowledge
research (Principle 1). The benchmark assignment (defined in Chapter One) for that class asked
teacher candidates to gain information about the funds of knowledge of families during home
visits, and then create a digital storytelling project to document the life histories of the family.
Therefore, I have included obtaining the life histories of families through home visits and
curriculum that is developed outside of district adopted programs as possible indicators for
analysis (Table 3, Indicator 1.1.a & 1.2.c). Next, I thought about the different artifacts I might
see and be able to get information from in the classroom that would demonstrate that the teacher
had translated a principle into practice. This was a personal reflection, because I had not seen
many of the artifacts in use in the classrooms I had observed in as a site coordinator or a
supervisor, so I thought back to my own classroom and how I might translate that principle to
practice and what artifacts I might have in the classroom that demonstrated that. For example, I
thought that I might see charts where students and teachers had worked through interactive or
shared writing to discuss issues or tensions with something in their community, or where they
had worked together to develop a community map (Table 3, Indicator 2.1). I also thought I
might see pictures of families on the wall that had been used as a way to get students to share
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stories about their families and experiences (Table 3, Indicator 2.1). Because transportable
curriculum such as the family story backpacks and the cultural story boxes had been something
each participant had implemented during their teacher preparation, I also included them as
possible indicators, because they were something they were familiar with and knew how to
implement (Table 3, Indicator 1.2.c & 2.4). One of my main goals was to be broad in some of
the indicators so when I went into the participant’s classrooms I would be open to a variety of
representations of the principles. However, I also needed to have something in place before I
entered their classrooms to determine what I might be looking for to know what to document.
I first used the chart for analysis purposes with the observational field notes. Using Table
3, I read through the observational field notes and color-coded using highlighters based upon the
relationship between the lesson activity I was observing and the principles. For example, using
the table, Principle 1, Indicator 3, would be highlighted as green, then coded as 1.3. After
transcribing the interviews, I went back through the interview, focusing on evidence of the
CREATE principles utilizing Table 3 as a reference for analysis. I coded the data using the
Indicators for Analysis I developed, and established any other unexpected key concepts that I
noticed outside of the original indicators. As I was following this process for coding for
principles and possible indicators, I noticed that there was also important information that would
inform the methodology, curriculum, obstructions/limiting factors in the environment that may
not be conducive to translating principles to practice, promoting factors in the environment that
were conducive to the translation of principles, and any interventions that occurred along the
way. Once I had determined the process for analysis, I worked to apply that same process to the
document/artifact review, the field notes taken during observations, and the journals. I used the
same process for each type of data that was collected.
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Table 3
Indicators for Analysis Chart
Indicators for Analysis of Translation of the CREATE Principles to Practice
CREATE Principles and Tenets
Possible Indicators for Analysis
(http://createarizona.org):
Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge
1. Life histories of families
within diverse cultural communities
a. Home visits
b. Journals
• Learn about children’s home and
c. Parent teacher conferences
community context
2.
Curriculum
that is developed outside of
• Get to know the child as a whole
district adopted programs and
person
mandated materials to bring in the
• Leveraging the cultural knowledge,
knowledge and skills of students,
skills, and relationships embedded in
families, and the community.
families as resources
a. Parents invited into the
classroom to model/share
specific skill sets
b. Using data to inform instruction
c. Transportable curriculum
3. Students in the classroom are invested
in the community and are participating
in learning activities that are driven by
their own strengths, interests, and
inquiries.
4. Teachers take every opportunity to get
to know students and families
a. Transportable curriculum,
classroom observations, literacy
night, math night, holiday
parties, home visits, community
activties, etc…
Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning1. Students and families sharing stories
making process to understand self and world
about their lived experiences in the
classroom
• Making sense of the world as a process
2. Charts and/or pictures on walls
of meaning making, bringing
representing getting to know students,
significance to everyday experiences
families, and their community
• Children surrounded by many different
3. Literature in classroom that represent
forms of story learn about literacy as
the student/family cultures and the
well as make sense of their lives and
community
the world around them
4.
Transportable tools such as themed
• Exploring ways to encourage families
backpacks, storyboxes, and cameras
to share their stories in a variety of
used to create photobooks that offer an
ways to share their funds of knowledge
opportunity to get to know students and
with other children and in the
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classroom
Stories help children to understand
diverse cultural communities and the
multiple ways people live and think

Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of
family literacies in literacy learning
• Allows their local knowledge to be
made visible in the classroom
• Plays out across multiple literacies
• Children’s engagement increases and
positive relationships between families
and teachers are fostered when family
members are invited to participate
• Inviting children to use their native
languages to develop literacy and share
their stories
• Many opportunities to learn with and
from children, building upon their
multiple literacies

Other Codes for Analysis developed in
process:

their families better, and make
connections between their culture and
other cultures (may look different than
CREATE engagements)
5. Time to listen to students stories
6. Children are encouraged to connect and
respond to texts
7. Time for students to write and draw
about their life stories
8. Teacher values story as an integral part
of meaning making
1. Learning themes/activities that have
been developed based upon students
strengths, knowledge, and inquiries
2. Teachers assessing and developing
curriculum that is based upon the data
they have collected on students,
families, and the community
3. Teachers have a system for sharing
what’s going on in the classroom with
families
4. Parents invited into the classroom to
model/share specific skill sets
5. Inviting members of the community
into the classroom/school
6. Field trips to learn more about the
surrounding community
7. Daily communication between family
and teacher (possibly take home
folder).
8. Parents invited into the
classroom/school to participate in
learning activities with their children
9. Photographs in classroom of students,
families, community
10. Home/school projects hanging on
classroom walls
11. Students and families encouraged to
use their native language
Information for Methodology
Curriculum
Limiting factors/obstructive environment
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Supporting factors
Intervention
I also used the CREATE Principles and Tenets piece of the Indicators for Analysis Chart
as I went through the CREATE syllabi and CREATE curriculum/engagements chart, and each
teacher’s E-Portfolio coding mostly for evidence that the CREATE principles had been
encountered and put into practice during their teacher preparation program. I printed each out
and individually coded using the same color of highlighters and sticky notes that correlated to the
colors for ease of recall. The results of those described analyses work to guide the sharing of
findings and the discussion for subsequent chapters in this case study.
Chapters and themes.
I originally reported out in two separate results chapters. Chapter Four was based upon
my initial analysis of the E-Portfolios to provide insight into the translation of principles during
each participant’s teacher preparation experience. Chapter Five was based upon my analysis of
the data collected during their first year of teaching. Both chapters were broken down and
discussed by participant and each principle was discussed within each participant’s shared
experiences to create easier readability.
Upon finishing those analyses and writing the results chapters, I noted that there were
themes that needed to be addressed, and that although both participants discussed their
experience in CREATE through their E-Portfolios, there were also related factors that were
important to address that were discussed when reflecting back on their teacher education
experience that needed to be included when discussing the opportunities they were given to
practice the CREATE principles. Therefore, I developed new chapters that afforded me the
opportunity to share the results and findings of both the evidence and opportunities that the
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participants had in their teacher preparation program and during their first year of teaching to
practice the CREATE principles. The themes were impacted by the replication model used as a
part of the multiple case study approach, which made the themes similar in both cases.
Chapter Four focuses on the opportunities each participant had to both practice and
envision the CREATE principles, looking closely at the supporting and limiting factors, based
upon data collected through the E-Portfolio analysis and each participant’s reflection on their
teacher preparation during their interviews as first year teachers. There is a high correlation
between the themes and the engagements required in their teacher preparation program, due to
the fact that their E-Portfolios were a reflection of those engagements they participated in. The
themes also surrounded the CREATE principles surrounding funds of knowledge, story, and
family and community literacy because the questions they were asked in the final interview of
their first year of teaching involved reflecting back on their teacher preparation experiences.
Chapter Five focuses on the opportunities both participants had to translated funds of
knowledge, story, and family and community literacy to practice in their first year classrooms.
Although some of the themes were highly related to the principles due to the questions the
participants were asked, and were connected based upon similar contextual factors, they also
varied due to their individual experiences.
Conclusion
I designed this multiple case study to reveal the transformation of two teachers as they
navigated through their teacher candidacy and their first year of teaching and attempted to
translate what they learned as teacher candidates into practice. I chose to use a qualitative
approach in order to allow the teachers to share their stories and experiences as they tried to
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adapt and interpret the prior knowledge from their teacher preparation program to practice in
their individual classrooms.
In the following chapters, I discuss the findings around the opportunities the participants
were provided to translate the principles in a more controlled environment as teacher candidates.
I will discuss the opportunities each participant had to practice funds of knowledge, story, and
family and community literacy during their teacher preparation program, and look closely at how
they envisioned the principles translated into practice. I also discuss the findings related to
evidence I found of the opportunities each participant had to translate the principles to practice
and the contexts that affected their translation.
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Chapter Four
Evidence of Opportunities to Practice and Envision Funds of Knowledge, Story, and
Family and Community Literacy
“A student who genuinely engages in well-designed formal education changes her
condition, makes herself comprehensible to others in a new sphere, makes a new version of
herself, is transformed. These processes are never finished; they are always open to further
revision and always lead to further re-renderings” (Cook-Sather, 2006, p. 36-37). Through their
experiences as teacher candidates in CREATE, Kaitlin and Tess had the opportunity to
participate in many engagements that helped them appreciate the impact that the concepts of
funds of knowledge, story, and family and community literacy could have on their future
classrooms. They studied the interconnectedness between the three principles and how the use
of storying and family and community literacy engagements were a way for them to gain access
to information about the history and traditions of their students and families in their placement
classrooms. In this Chapter, I share the data of each case study independently, focusing on
gaining insight into each teacher’s beliefs about funds of knowledge, story, and family and
community literacy, and the access that each teacher had to learning about and translating those
principles to practice during their teacher preparation program through an analysis of their EPortfolio and through their final reflections and interviews. The themes derived within each
analysis connected directly to the engagements that each participant found most impactful and
therefore discussed in depth in their E-Portfolio. In both cases, there were contextual factors that
both supported and limited the participant’s ability to translate the principles to practice during
their teacher preparation program, which are also discussed.
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Opportunities to Think About and Practice CREATE Principles as Teacher Candidates:
Supporting Factors
As described in Chapter One, Kaitlin and Tess were offered many opportunities to study
and practice the CREATE principles through a variety of assignments and engagements required
through their teacher preparation program. They both spent one full year in a program where
coursework was closely tied to their field experience during the Pre-K placement, and another
year similarly focused on providing opportunities to reflect and practice the principles in the
Kindergarten placement. Because the engagements were a required component in the field
placement, they were enacted by each teacher candidate, and therefore, gave them the
opportunity to reflect upon the principles in action.
Kaitlin.
Family home engagements. Kaitlin reflected on the family home interactions by
discussing one of the primary goals of the engagement, “During the home visits, I was able to
pick up on different funds of knowledge that the family has” (E-Portfolio, LRC 411, Final
Fieldwork Reflection Paper, Fall 2012) as she reflected on a family home engagement where she
discussed a lot about food, gardening, and nutrition with one of her families from Sri Lanka.
Kaitlin also discussed how the idea of going into the homes of families was a bit scary,
but still an impactful learning experience that she valued.
Going into their household, I was not sure what to expect. I was terrified that the family
would not speak very good English and that I would have a very hard time trying to
communicate with them. I was worried that I was not going to learn anything from the
family, or that they would be unwilling to talk and share their stories with us. I was
wrong…I have learned more than I ever expected and because of this experience, I was
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able to create a bond with the family…I wish to be able to bring more of their culture in
to the classroom to make the child’s experiences at school more meaningful and
representational of his culture” (E-Portfolio, LRC 411, Final Fieldwork Reflection Paper,
Fall 2012).
Through her first semester fieldwork experience, Kaitlin indicated that conducting family home
engagements had a powerful effect on her where she was able to think about how she could use
what she learned about the family in school in the future in her making her own curriculum more
meaningful and representative of the cultures of the children in her classroom.
As I look back and read what I discovered from spending time with families in their
home environment, I see how much of a powerful impact it has on my view of families. I
will use the information I gathered from the reflections and emotional aspect in my future
career as an educator in making decisions about family home interactions. It will benefit
not only the families and their children, but it will also benefit me (E-Portfolio, LRC 411,
Digital Story and Fieldnote Reflection, Fall 2012).
Kaitlin was able to provide even more detailed descriptions of the interactions she had
with both students and families through her experience with her case study participants.
Case study. In her second semester as a teacher candidate, Kaitlin was asked to write a
case study (described in Chapter One) on the child she was working with through the family
home engagements. She was paired with another CREATE teacher candidate to use the same
child for their case study analysis, and they conducted the case study together, while their
assignments and reflections were conducted independently. Kaitlin was asked to discuss how
she used the data from her case study analysis to inform instruction. She was able to discuss
specifically what she observed in both the home and school environment.
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During our home visits, there was so much evidence present that ‘J’ was really interested
in building and creating things using his hands and fingers, and his parents created an
environment where he could freely build using his imagination. I have observed and
documented, on numerous occasions, him building and creating things using his
imagination at school in the M&M classroom, but was unsure about what his home life
was like until I witnessed it first hand; and, to my surprise, he enjoyed it just as much at
home as he did when he was at school…I really wanted to incorporate an activity that
would introduce language and literacy in a fun and interactive way that would still have
him involved using his hands and his imagination (E-Portfolio, LRC 312, Using Data to
Inform Instruction Paper).
Kaitlin and her partner thought about how this would impact their curriculum due to an
upcoming assignment.
My partner and I got together and talked a lot about how we were going to get the last
couple of assignments done for our classes. We found out that a few of our assignments
were overlapping in developmental areas and we decided to use this to our advantage.
We knew that we needed to create a play center, and this play center was based off of
interests we had been observing with ‘J.’ I know how creative ‘J’ is when it comes to
using his imagination, he is equally amazing at telling a story…When I stopped to think
about it, I had very rarely seen ‘J’ pick up a pencil or any writing utensil in the M&M
classroom, or even show any interest in writing or drawing while playing in class. I
really wanted to incorporate an activity that would introduce language and literacy in a
fun and interactive way that would still have him involved using his hands and his
imagination ((E-Portfolio, LRC 312, Using Data to Inform Instruction Paper).
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This provided evidence that Kaitlin participated in activities through CREATE that
encouraged her to use what she learned from observations at home and at school to impact
curriculum through required assignments. In her reflection on the assignment, Kaitlin spoke to
how important storying was to learning about her case study child. She reflected,
When at J’s house, he told me great and amazing stories surrounding his train sets that he
built. This made me think to what kind of stories he would tell when he built something
using his hands at school. When at school, his stories were a lot shorter and less
personal. When he told his stories at his house, they were filled with joy and excitement.
This is what I wanted to bring to his storytelling at school (E-Portfolio, LRC 312,
Reflection on Case Study, Spring, 2013).
Kaitlin’s reflection indicated that she was thinking deeply about how to build upon the types of
stories she was observing in the home to the types of stories that she heard from J in the
classroom. Continuing with her reflection on the course, Kaitlin stated,
As I got to know the family more this semester, I was able to connect on a deeper level. I
understood more about their background knowledge, more about how they learn together
as a family, why they chose to learn about different areas. Because of this information, I
was able to help bring more information into school and help scaffold their child’s
learning (E-Portfolio, LRC 312, Child and Family Language/Literacy Development
Reflection).
These examples demonstrated how funds of knowledge, story, and family literacy
connected to become an important piece of the CREATE curriculum. Kaitlin was also given
specific assignments across different classes where she was required to ask students and their
family to story about many different things. But, by the end of her first semester, Kaitlin had
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established that even though she was nervous at the beginning about trying to get families to
share their stories, she found out that instead it was a great learning experience and one that she
found valuable enough to want to make sure she continued it in the future to make the classroom
more reflective of the child’s culture.
Family story backpacks. During her final year of student teaching, Kaitlin participated
in an engagement using family story backpacks, described earlier in Chapter One. They were
also considered a primary piece of their K-3 student teaching requirement, and were overseen by
their student teaching supervisor. Kaitlin was able to implement the family story backpacks and
discussed the experience. She stated,
I liked seeing the kids come back with the story backpacks and having them be able to
talk about them in the class and explain what they did with them and tell their stories. I
thought that was special for them to be able to do that. It gave them purpose and
meaning and they had this excitement about it. It was just special (Final Interview,
4/28/15).
Kaitlin facilitated the rotation of the backpacks in her placement classroom, carved a space out
during the school day for students to share their journals when they returned the backpack, and
used the journals for analysis of the stories and drawings included to potentially use for
enhancing the curriculum.
Summary. Kaitlin demonstrated through her E-Portfolio assignments and reflections that
she had opportunities to both enact and consider the CREATE principles in practice. She was
able to discuss both what she had learned about students and families and how she could use
what she learned to influence her upcoming assignments. However, Kaitlin did not reflect
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through her E-Portfolio on the impact the principles had on any curriculum outside of the
engagements and activities assigned by the CREATE instructors.
Tess.
Family home engagements. Family home engagements, described in Chapter One,
where students made visits to their students homes three times each semester, were a very
important piece of the CREATE curriculum, as a way to gain information about the funds of
knowledge of students and their families. In her reflection related to one of her required
fieldwork experiences early on in the program, she stated, “I think that learning about a person’s
past and how they became the person they are today makes you connect to them on a deeper
level” (E-Portfolio, LRC 411 Fieldwork Reflection, December, 2012). During that same
semester, she participated in an assignment around digital storytelling, which required her to
“work with a group to research, develop, and document critical life histories that focus on funds
of knowledge and cultural biographies” (Syllabus, LRC 411, Fall, 2012). She was working
towards a much deeper understanding of funds of knowledge, as shared in her reflection on the
digital storytelling assignment.
Before this program, I had never heard of ‘funds of knowledge.’ It did not occur to me
that children learn better if they can relate to the material. Through home visits, I learned
how important it is to connect with the families of your students. Educators should not
just look at each child as a student. Children are influenced by the world in which they
are surrounded. When a teacher learns about the child’s world, she is able to incorporate
that into the classroom and make learning meaningful. Through this assignment, I
learned it is simple to connect to other people. Although it may not seem like you have
something in common, there is always at least one similar interest to which you can
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connect. Once a teacher finds out about a student’s funds of knowledge, she can bring it
into the classroom through her teaching or by having parents come in to share their
knowledge with the class. This creates a greater sense of community. After completing
the home visits, I felt a different type of connection with the family. It was so helpful to
learn more about their traditions and interests. I truly felt I knew them much better after
the few times we spent together and it made me realize the value of this information in
my classroom (E-Portfolio, LRC 411 Digital Storytelling and Fieldwork Reflection,
December, 2012).
Tess was able to find commonalities between herself and the student’s family, which she
believed to be important in establishing a connection between the home and school. She was
able to connect with her assigned family based upon shared interests such as a love of traveling
and gardening. Building upon the new knowledge she had gained through the digital storytelling
assignment, she was beginning to see the impact that the connection she had established could
have on her curriculum in the classroom. However, what she learned about students and families
through the engagements she implemented only affected the curriculum she was required to
create for specific assignments.
Case study. Tess was required to complete a case study analysis on a Pre-K based upon
information she gained through the family home interaction. The data collected were focused on
the information she gathered related to the family and community, the child’s background and
multiple areas of development, in order to report back to the parents with the results of the
analysis, provide them with home and school activities to enhance the child’s development, and
develop examples of school activities that would enhance multiple developmental areas
(Syllabus, TTE 303, Spring, 2013). In her case study reflection, Tess discussed the family home
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engagements.
Through these home visits, I have learned a lot as an educator. Home visits will be
something I will attempt to do when I have my own classroom in the future. I think they
are important because sometimes children are capable of skills at home, but do not
display these skills in the classroom. Children are more comfortable at home and so the
teacher is able to see a different more confident side of the child…the visits allowed me
to build a closer connection with the child…It allowed me to get to know him on a
personal level and to see the type of home environment in which he is being raised. The
visits helped me to build a strong relationship with the family and child…I feel that I
know the family better than other families in my classroom and the parents shared
information about their lives with me to better understand their child. An educator
cannot fully understand a child unless she is aware of the home life and background of
the child (E-Portfolio, TTE 303, Pre-K Child Development Case Study Reflection).
Tess made a powerful statement about what she learned from working closely with a
child and their family, how important it was to her and any educator as they work to better
understand the child, and her belief in the importance of conducting family home engagements in
her future classroom.
During one of the home visits, she noted that she discussed with the child where he reads
at home. “He said that they usually read in the living room or his bedroom and he usually reads
with his mom. Sometimes he reads with his brother or sister. He says they read to them a lot
and he enjoys it” (E-Portfolio, LRC 312c, Case Study Reflection, Spring, 2013). She also
discussed how much she was able to learn about the family during the home visit. She was able
to learn about the parent’s professions, about the extended family, and the literacy and learning
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practices of the home. When reflecting on her case study experience, she stated, “I have realized
the connections children make between literacy and the world around them” (E-Portfolio, LRC
312c, Case Study Reflection, Spring, 2013). During that same semester/class, she was required
to participate in a family/community literacy event where Tess was able to plan a literacy
activity for the children. She planned to read aloud some multicultural books related to Fiestas,
which also related to the theme for the event. While there, she was able to read to her case study
child and was able to note that he seemed to participate well when there were fewer distractions.
During her third semester (Fall 2013), Tess was required to use a new case study child in
order to develop a book using their funds of knowledge. Tess sent the camera home with the
child, but it took quite a while for him to bring it back, so she developed her own book that
showed pictures of what her and her family liked to do together. She shared her book with the
student, which helped encourage him to bring back the camera. The child took pictures at home
using the digital camera, brought it back to the classroom, and then he and Tess created a book
together of a story that was representative of his life. Tess worked carefully to make sure that
she used as many of the student’s words as possible, while still making it simple enough for him
to read. Through the process, Tess stated that she was,
…able to use some of O’s funds of knowledge. He allowed me to get to know him better
by showing me pictures of his family members and favorite toys…O explained that his
family liked to do things together. His pictures displayed that because his family
members were in the picture (E-Portfolio, TTE 319, Home Visit Reflection #2, Fall
2013).
Tess also reflected on what she learned from the experience at the end of the semester. She
stated,
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This shows that children may be more interested in what they are learning at school if
they help create the material or are able to relate to it in some way. The activity was an
authentic way to include his funds of knowledge to support my teaching. He was able to
share a piece of his life with me through the pictures he took. I simply used his words to
and photographs to create curriculum. O provided the materials and I used them to make
a lesson that applied directly to him (E-Portfolio, TTE 319, Home Visit Reflection #3,
Fall 2013).
Tess was able to encourage a student to share a story about his family, which created a text that
represented his family’s culture. This helped him to learn about the literacy process through an
authentic engagement that helped him make sense of his own life and Tess was able to create
curriculum that was directly related to the assignment she was required to complete.
Family story backpacks. During her final year of student teaching, Tess also participated
in the engagement using family story backpacks, described in detail earlier in this chapter. In her
case, Tess found that there were difficulties in using what she learned through the journals in the
backpacks to develop curriculum for her placement classroom, so she projected about how she
could use the information she gained in her final reflection on the backpacks.
The data gained from the family backpacks can be very valuable to a classroom teacher.
They help discover the students’ funds of knowledge and the amount of support they
receive at home. Teachers may learn about the cultures and traditions of families. From
mine, I learned that many families value oral literacy through lullabies and spend much
time reading to their children. This information can help me understand my students in a
deeper way. After discovering funds of knowledge of the children, the teacher can build
on these through creating lessons related to their funds of knowledge. For example, if
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one of my children has a deep knowledge of camping, I could use this information to
create lessons that relate to camping, the outdoors, or items that can be found in nature
(E-Portfolio, TTE 493d, Family Backpacks Benchmark Reflection, Spring 2014).
Although Tess was not able to use what she learned in her placement classroom to develop
curriculum, she was able to think about how she could use the information she gained from the
stories in the future in her own classroom.
Summary. Through CREATE’s curriculum and engagements, Tess was provided with
many opportunities to practice and reflect on engagements that had been assigned by her
instructors. She noted on some specific occasions that she was able to develop curriculum
directly related to the assignment she was required to complete, but did not indicate that she was
able to use what she had learned about students and families to impact any classroom curriculum
outside of what was required of the teacher preparation program.
Discussion.
Although admittedly unsure about both the concept of family home interactions and
funds of knowledge when they started their teacher preparation program, both Kaitlin and Tess
discussed how the engagements they experienced through their teacher preparation program
provided them with a deeper knowledge of the students with whom they had opportunities to
visit in their home, and were able to acknowledge the connection they made to families and the
common ground they were able to find with families. Both teacher candidates found value in
their teacher preparation program and were able to put the required engagements into practice
during their field experiences. During this time, they were highly supported by the teacher
educators in CREATE, and therefore, were “adopting” (Bauml, 2011) the practices they had
been assigned, because they had specific requirements through each class to fulfill. In one
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circumstance, Tess was able to “modify” (Bauml, 2011) an assignment. When Tess sent a
camera home with a child and it never returned, she created her own book to inspire the child to
want to bring back the camera to create his own book. This was not a requirement, but a
“change in her teaching strategy to suit the context” (Bauml, p. 231, 2011).
Kaitlin and Tess were able to translate the theoretical principles that were a part of the
foundation of the engagements they were required to participate in by taking what they had
learned and applying the knowledge in order to begin to make sense of principles. Both teacher
candidates were performing the required engagements they had been assigned exactly as
suggested by their instructors.
Due to the fact that they did not have control over their field placement classroom, they
were only able to translate the engagements into practice in a way that required them to take
what they had learned and apply it almost exactly as they had been directed, with few changes.
Neither Kaitlin nor Tess discussed a significant change to the regular curriculum based upon the
knowledge they had gained through their assignments. In addition, there was no mention of any
impact they noticed the experiences might have had on their mentor teacher’s practices.
Barriers to Think About and Practice CREATE Principles as Teacher Candidates:
Limiting Factors
Kaitlin.
Kaitlin was placed in a Pre-K classroom for her first year of student teaching and in a
Kindergarten Classroom for her second year of student teaching. Kaitlin spoke about how her
student teaching experiences in CREATE led to confusion with developing curriculum that was
meaningful and related to the principles. She did not feel like she was completely prepared and
was very frustrated. During her student teaching experience in the kindergarten classroom,
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Kaitlin was not in a very supportive environment, and her mentor teacher often had her do the
planning on her own, so she really never learned or saw any examples of how to plan curriculum
well and how to connect principles to practice. When asked about what she felt the program
didn’t teach very well, or what she wasn’t able to experience, she specifically referred to what
she felt was a missing piece. “During my student teaching in elementary school, we didn’t have
any times when my mentor teacher demonstrated lesson planning, so I didn’t see it happening
during my student teaching years…I wasn’t seeing any examples” (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
When she thought about her future classroom, she thought it would be much easier, but
found out the lack of experience through her mentoring experience combined with the stress and
pressure at the beginning of the year and the time constraints on teachers, that it was not easy at
all.
I was like, yes, when I get my own classroom, I’m going to be able to do this, that, and
the other, because it wasn’t in the classroom during student teaching and I didn’t want to
step on the mentor teacher’s toes, so I kind of had high hopes when I moved in here, and
I didn’t realize it was going to be this hard. Like, I knew it was going to be hard, but not
this hard (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
In her opinion, although Kaitlin had thought about how to develop curriculum, and had
successfully implemented some specific engagements during her teacher preparation, she was
not at all prepared to get into a classroom and develop curriculum based on principles, due to her
inability to experience lesson planning during her student teaching assignments.
Tess.
Tess discussed her experience with CREATE and the issues she saw to herself translating
what she learned about funds of knowledge into her curriculum during her first year of teaching.
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When asked to discuss what she remembered from the CREATE program, the first concept she
talked about was funds of knowledge.
…a really big thing I remember is funds of knowledge and I feel like it’s probably the
first time I’d ever heard that phrase. And, I feel like it was a really big thing in the
program. It was referred to a lot, and I think it’s helped. In the beginning it was kind of
hard because in my student teaching, they (mentor teachers) were like, “Oh, we don’t
really, we can’t relate to that because it’s all Caucasian and we don’t really have a lot of
different cultures and things like that.” But, I think the home visits really helped to find
out that it doesn’t have to be a cultural thing, it can be like, our family has a deep interest
in this thing and has a lot of knowledge about this… I feel like when I was in the
program, it felt like it was really, cultures were really emphasized, but I think you don’t
have to know a lot about your culture to have funds of knowledge, you can have other
things you bring in (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
Tess’ reflection demonstrated that she was grappling with the definition she understood from the
program and the actual implementation of the principle into practice. She further explained her
own difficulty with understanding funds of knowledge and how hard it was at times to gain
information from families during her student teaching.
…sometimes when you are doing home visits with the family, even after asking all those
questions, sometimes it was hard to get information where you could, like sometimes it’s
hard to find funds of knowledge and, I don’t know, I think some families, I think when
you’re very Americanized, and I feel like this for me, too, you feel like you don’t have a
culture or funds of knowledge and you’re not special. So, I think that if you go and do a
home visit with them, it’s hard because they can’t think of good examples, because they
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just think that everyone does this, it’s nothing special, so I think it’s harder to pull things
out of families like that. I think that if a family just immigrated from another country
then they know, oh, these are special, they are unique to our family, we are proud of
them, and so I think it’s easier to pull things out and bring them to your classroom. So, I
think that was just harder, because we didn’t get a lot of funds of knowledge type stuff
from them, so I focused more on his interest, because he did have like a really deep
knowledge in it (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
This new understanding became apparent in her final interview when she was asked to
discuss how she saw herself translating Principle 1 into practice in her first year of teaching.
Tess discussed her student teaching experiences during the interview process, also. She
had similar experiences having to work within the adopted program during her student teaching
experience, but was also highly affected by the experience with her mentor teachers. Both made
it difficult to use funds of knowledge to impact curriculum. In addition to her mentor teachers
lacking understanding of funds of knowledge, they also did not support the implementation of
some of the engagements that were required during student teaching.
In my preschool teaching, we did the storyboxes or whatever, the cultural ones…when I
brought those back, my teacher was not happy and she was like, ‘this is not relevant to us
at all, they are pushing all this multicultural stuff…the families aren’t going to give you
anything for funds of knowledge’… so I was getting more of that attitude and that push
back, so it made it hard (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
Without the support during her student teaching experience, Tess felt it was difficult to keep a
positive outlook about the CREATE program and the underlying principles. “I feel like in
general, both teachers were not into the CREATE program, like a lot of things about it. So, I
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think it made it harder, because they were very critical of things and obviously that’s going to
affect my view of it if I’m constantly around them making negative comments…” (Final
Interview, 4/30/15). Through her discussion around her own understandings and experiences
with funds of knowledge in the program, one might be able to conclude that her understanding
was highly affected by her mentor teacher’s understanding and willingness to participate in the
engagements required for the program, which may have altered her understanding of funds of
knowledge to focus more on the interests of the students and families in her classroom as a way
to develop curriculum. Looking at the combination of limiting factors between Tess’ first year
classroom, her student teaching experiences, one can begin to see a disconnect between Tess’
ability to implement and her knowledge of how to implement funds of knowledge research into
her own future curriculum.
Discussion.
Just as Kauffman, Johnson, Kardos, Liu, and Peske (2002) found, without quality
guidance, teachers (in this case, teacher candidates) are left to figure curriculum out for
themselves. Because Kaitlin and Tess were still in the teacher preparation program and had
experiences with mentor teachers who did not fully understand or support the principles of the
CREATE project, they found themselves in situations where they were left on their own to try to
figure out how to develop curriculum, while implementing the required engagements, and
therefore had a hard time thinking about exactly how that would fit into the curriculum for their
own future classroom. With a lack of mentor teacher knowledge of the CREATE principles and
support of the engagements that were being enacted in the classrooms, Kaitlin and Tess were
only able to translate knowledge from one source to the other. However, this did not affect their
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ability to think about what the principles they had learned about might look like in their own
future classrooms.
Envisioning Funds of Knowledge, Story, and Family and Community Literacy in Practice
Kaitlin and Tess were both required to reflect on engagements and assignments they
completed many times throughout their teacher preparation experience. Although there were not
any specific assignments that asked them to think about their own future classrooms, both
participants chose to project what they were learning to think about how they might translate
principles to practice in specific ways.
Kaitlin.
Thinking forward to her own classroom, Kaitlin stated early on in her teacher preparation
program that she wanted to get to know more about her students and their families so that she
could use what she learned to impact curriculum in her future classroom.
I would have the family fill out an information sheet about their child: routines they have
at home, favorite toys, eating habits, who they live with, who is involved in their life, if
this is their first school experience or not, if the child/parent has any fears/concerns,
family traditions. This will give the teacher a look into the child’s life and could even
help the teacher to bring in different materials to help the child and family feel safe and
secure. After finding out about the family traditions, I would send out a newsletter
asking for new ideas or activities that they would like to come in and participate in. I
would set up a book that the children and families can look through that would have their
family traditions and experiences (E-Portfolio, TTE 301, Classroom Map and Process
Paper, Fall 2012).
Kaitlin not only had very specific goals about how she would learn about funds of knowledge,
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she also had goals for becoming actively involved in the community she worked in and also
discussed the importance of making connections with families. When reflecting about how she
would be an advocate for her students and families, she wrote,
I want to help bring the school and families closer together, creating a community
between the school and the families…I see myself growing in knowledge about the
different ways in which I can help advocate for families and their children…I will
continue to build my knowledge in which I am working and the resources that I have
around me” (E-Portfolio , TTE 403, Leadership in the Profession and Community
Assignment, Spring, 2014).
She indicated that she felt it was important to get to know the families and community she was
working in and that there was a need to build community between school and home. She
revealed that it was important to her to use story to learn about her students and families and
shared specific ideas about how she would accomplish that, demonstrating that funds of
knowledge and story would be something she would find as an important resource throughout
her teaching career.
Tess.
Building on her original educational goals, Tess felt that the CREATE program helped
her to acquire a way of thinking around developing meaningful curriculum for her future
students based on the students’ and families’ funds of knowledge. When reflecting on how she
envisioned her future classroom, she discussed the importance of the use of funds of knowledge.
In my classroom, I can ensure that through my teaching and the way I interact with others
that I am an advocate for my students and their families. When I am teaching, I can bring
in my student’s funds of knowledge to help each child connect to the material. This can
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help teach in a culturally aware manner where students are learning about a wide variety
of cultures, traditions, family structures, and types of knowledge. I will communicate
with and get to know the families in my classroom (E-Portfolio, TTE 403, Benchmark
Assignment, May, 2014).
Tess’ final course reflection, included as a piece of her benchmark assignment, provided some
insight into her beliefs about funds of knowledge, and demonstrated an understanding of how
using story to gain funds of knowledge could be an asset when developing curriculum, and
indicated that she thought it would be important to include in her future teaching practice.
When thinking forward to how she would develop a classroom climate where all of the
families would feel welcome, she wrote specifically about story,
In the reading corner, I will include many different types of books about all the types of
families. Not only are there meaningful books in the reading area, but there will also be a
comfy couch for the parent and child to snuggle up and enjoy a story together (EPortfolio, TTE 301, Classroom Map and Process Paper, Fall, 2012).
This was early in the teacher preparation program, but Tess demonstrated that she was already
thinking about ways to establish a place for parents and students to share stories and the
importance of including literature that was culturally diverse.
Summary
Although I have not included every assignment that Kaitlin and Tess participated in
around funds of knowledge, story, and family and community literacy, the examples I have
chosen are meant to illustrate the fact that they did have opportunities within their teacher
preparation program to learn about the CREATE principles and to participate in practical
activities related to the principles. The examples above illustrate those activities and
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assignments that would deepen their understanding of the concept of story as a way to find out
more about the funds of knowledge of students and their families through engagements around
family and community literacy. It is not clear if they were able to actually translate. Reasons for
this might include the lack of support they received from their mentor teachers – both Kaitlin and
Tess discussed the fact that they never saw and/or participated in planning with their mentor
teachers. Perhaps there was even a lack of support from instructors or supervisors, but their
experiences were powerful enough that they were able to think ahead to how concepts could be
useful in the future.
While Chapter Four has provided a look into the opportunities to think about and practice
the CREATE principles and the supporting and limiting contextual factors to translation as
teacher candidates, Chapter Five looks closely at the evidence of opportunities to translate the
CREATE principles in the participant’s first year classrooms. Cook-Sather’s (2006) work is a
reminder that translation of the CREATE principles to practice may or may not be altered in the
process of translation, and that translation does not always mean an exact transfer of an idea
from one context to another.
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Chapter Five
Evidence of Opportunities to Translate Funds of Knowledge, Story, and Family and
Community Literacy to Practice
“For translation to be effected, certain conditions must exist within and between
individuals and institutions” (Cook-Sather, 2006, p. 98). Observational, interview, and
document analysis data collected in each participant’s first year classroom are used in this
chapter to highlight evidence related to the translation process. Focusing on both the
opportunities that Kaitlin and Tess had to translate the principles and what factors supported
and/or inhibited their translation of the principles, I share the contexts that affected their
translations.
I observed in both Kaitlin and Tess’ classrooms six times in a four-month period
spanning from November 2014 through February 2015 at varying times of the day to be able to
observe as many different lessons and samples of the schedule as possible. During my
observations, I noted changes to the classrooms, including artifacts hanging on the walls, and
took field notes about everything that I was able to observe during the time I was in the
classroom. While observing, I took note of any questions I may have had during the lesson I
observed, and asked them to clarify before I left the classroom. During the interview process, I
asked both Kaitlin and Tess to tell stories as a way to elicit examples of how they saw
themselves interpreting and translating the funds of knowledge and story principles into practice
(Appendix B & C). I also asked for any supporting documents that they mentioned through
interviews that might help understand translation for a document analysis. In the final interview,
I asked them to reflect about the CREATE program, the principles, and specific engagements,
tailoring some of the questions specifically to each candidate based upon my analysis of data to
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date (Appendix D & E). I then went back to the Indicators for Analysis of Translation Chart
(Table 3) in order to code for indicators of principles translated to practice as well as any
supporting or limiting factors that may have impacted translation.
Opportunities to Translate CREATE Principles
Kaitlin.
Funds of knowledge. During my second observation, Kaitlin had invited some parent
volunteers in the classroom to work together to help students make gingerbread cookies. Kaitlin
had spoken to one of the parents who frequently volunteered in the classroom and found out that
she had a family recipe that had been handed down for generations in her family, so Kaitlin
asked her if she would like to share that with her class. The parent led the entire cookie making
activity, talking about the recipe and that it was special because she used a special ingredient.
Kaitlin and the other parents supported her during the activity as they mixed the ingredients,
rolled out the dough, and cut the cookies with cookie cutters (Observation, 12/10/14). Kaitlin
had used her knowledge of the special tradition of a parent in her classroom to develop
curriculum outside of the mandated materials to bring in the knowledge and skills of a family,
and invited that parent in to the classroom to model/share her specific skill set.
Kaitlin also described how important parent involvement was to her in her classroom and
how she established initial rapport with the parents in her classroom. At the first meet and greet
of the year, where parents are invited to the classroom to learn about the teacher and curriculum
expectations for the year, she made sure to tell parents that it was her first year, but she enjoyed
having parents in her classroom and welcomed them any time.
I love having as many parent volunteers in the classroom, or outside of the classroom,
you know, I said, I know working parents, you might not be able to be involved, but you
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are involved outside of the classroom just as much as you are inside the classroom, so if
there’s anything you want to do, just let me know, and we can work together. I’ve
always had that open communication that if you want to do anything, just let me know, it
could be inside the classroom, it could be outside the classroom…however you would
like to (Interview #1, 1/14/15).
Being able to communicate with parents through multiple outlets was important to Kaitlin. She
had a three-ring binder that went home everyday in the children’s backpacks, where she would
include important notes informing parents about upcoming projects and inviting them to help
out. She also communicated with parents throughout the year through phone calls, text
messages, emails, and in person, if needed, and spoke to a couple of parents on a daily basis who
dropped off their children in the morning.
Kaitlin was able to gain some information through a few open-ended classroom activities
and by having open communication lines with the families in her classroom. She also invited
parents to the classroom to participate in special learning activities and had a couple of parent
volunteers who came into the classroom to help get things set up for the day. She was able to
recall her own learning of funds of knowledge as a primary concept that she took away from the
CREATE program. She was also able to provide specific examples of curriculum that she felt
were impacted by the funds of knowledge of her students, and discuss the ways she was able to
make connections with parents in her classroom.
In her final interview, the first question I asked was what two things she remembered
about the CREATE program. She responded right away, stating, “Funds of knowledge. Being
able to learn about how families teach at home and what they know and how they’ve learned it
and being able to use that in the classroom and being able to learn from them” (Final Interview,
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4/28/15). Tied to funds of knowledge, the use of home visits as a way to learn about the funds
of knowledge of students was something else Kaitlin remembered. She stated, “…also, doing
the home visits, being able to go into the family’s homes and learn more about the family, and
incorporating all of that and seeing a different side of the kid and family, not just the school
side…was really interesting” (Final interview, 4/28/15). This demonstrated that the concept of
funds of knowledge was present and persisted for Kaitlin after graduation and well into her first
year of teaching.
When asked how she saw herself putting the principle around funds of knowledge,
Principle 1, into practice during her first year of teaching, Kaitlin told a story about a week
where she felt the learning was especially meaningful to her students.
I know during the rodeo time…I’d say about four or five of our kids in class did the
mutton bustin’, which they ride on the sheep…during the rodeo time and so I wanted the
families to be able to come and share that experience. So, some of the families did and
some of the families emailed the videos of their kids. So, the kids then got to share their
experiences and why they did it, and some of …the children came and talked about their
dads and their grandparents being farmers and cowboys, and then, just recently our
librarian hatched chicks from eggs, and so then that brought in a whole new conversation
with our kids class having chickens at home and who has chicks at home and what they
do at home and why they have chickens and what chickens provide them. So, that was
neat finding out that information… (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
Kaitlin’s example was not planned curriculum. It was curriculum that developed out of the
student’s lives and their experiences. “I didn’t initiate it, it just happened, and then, because it
happened, I pursued it more” (Final Interview, 4/28/15). Kaitlin’s example was evidence that
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what she was learning about students and their individual experiences could impact curriculum
in meaningful ways.
I also reminded Kaitlin that as a teacher candidate she had discussed how important
family home engagements were to creating meaningful relationships with families and that using
the information she gained could impact curriculum (E-Portfolio, TTE 320, Philosophy
Reflection). When I asked how she felt she had enacted that piece of her philosophy, she stated,
“I would say that I’ve been able to make really good meaningful relationships with some of my
parents without going into their home…I’ve been open and honest with them, creating an
environment where not only their children feel safe, but they feel safe, like they can come to me
if they have a problem or a concern or anything like that” (Final Interview, 4/28/15). Kaitlin felt
that her open lines of communication were one way that she had established relationships with
her families.
When asked about whether she had implemented any of the engagements or versions of
the engagements she had used in her teacher preparation program into her own classroom,
Kaitlin mentioned that she loved to read aloud and that she had worked with students to create
different endings to familiar books, as she did in her Children’s Literature class. She also
specifically mentioned the family story backpacks. “I had some family story backpacks going.
They are still sitting in my car, but I never sent them home. I started them. It’s not easy trying
to take everything on. It’s hard” (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
Story. During my third observation, the class returned from an extra recess, cleaned up
and got ready for snack time. As the students washed their hands and got their napkins ready,
Kaitlin handed out snacks. While she was handing out snacks, Kaitlin asked questions to get the
children storying about their lives. She asked if any of them had ever been to Mt. Lemmon, and
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one child shared their experience of how they stayed there overnight. Then, many children
started talking about their homes together at their table. When snack was over, they moved on to
the next activity (Observation, 12/17/14). I did not observe Kaitlin taking any notes during that
time. But she was carrying on conversations with the children encouraging them to tell their
stories.
When I asked Kaitlin to tell me a story about getting to know her students better, she
stated that she felt like she was still getting to know them, and expanded on a few specific
classroom experiences where she was able to learn more about her children.
In our journal writing, in our morning time sharing, and especially on their birthday
times. I think that is probably my personal favorite time they get to share. They come up
to the front of the classroom, I ask them what they want for their birthday, what they are
going to do for their birthday, how old they’re going to be, and it’s a special intimate time
they get to share with the class (Interview #1, 1/14/15).
She also talked about the importance of sharing. She stated,
We have a lot of sharing times. We like to share pictures. So, at the beginning of the
year it was a time for us to share family photos…Parents would either email me pictures
and then I could share it with the class and the kids could present, talk it out, what the
pictures were…So, I encourage families, if they have any pictures that they would like to
share with the class to go ahead and either send them in or email them (Interview #1,
1/14/15).
Kaitlin also confirmed that what I had observed in her class during snack time was
intentional. When asked to share some of the ways she learned about their home lives, Kaitlin
responded,
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During snack…I do it during random conversations, like when we are walking to lunch,
since it’s a long walk, the bus line, walking in the hallways, you know as there’s any type
of downtime, or it’s incorporated into any lesson, like a read aloud when we connect it to
our personal lives, ‘has anybody had this type of experience before,’ things like that…I
really like being able to socialize while we eat. To me, that’s a normal thing, it’s a very
family centered thing, and since I consider us to be family, we might as well
communicate, socialize, and have a good time and learn about each other (Interview #2,
2/12/15).
Creating a community was important to Kaitlin. She wanted her students to feel comfortable
sharing with her and used the transition times in her classroom effectively in order to gain funds
of knowledge about students through story. She was able to establish some sharing of stories
when parents would share photographs and get students to share some stories during some of her
read alouds.
During the final interview, I asked specific questions about the concept of story in order
to understand how Kaitlin saw herself translating Principle 2. When I specifically asked how she
saw herself putting the principle into practice, she stated,
In the program, they (stories) were used as a way to create conversation. I encourage
stories all the time. I like to hear the kids talk. So, not necessarily during storytime, I
encourage stories all the time…To me stories come naturally. I want the kids to be able
to express themselves any way possible…so, stories happen on a daily basis in the
classroom (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
I then asked Kaitlin how she used what she learned from students’ stories to impact curriculum
in her classroom. She stated,
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Depending on the standards, our stories will then either become some type of a reflection
or a writing piece in our journals. Or, I’ll use it to make an addition or story problem, things like
that. So, especially right now, being able to add details into our sentences, or add something into
our pictures, it’s always a way to tie it in. So, I like to tie in what they are interested in, into our
curriculum (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
Discussion.
Kaitlin did not engage in any family home interactions during her first year of teaching,
but she did express the importance of parent communication and the ways that she worked to
keep in touch with parents. She invited parents into her classroom to participate in activities and
felt she had an open line of communication with her parents. Kaitlin did not share anything
during the interviews that indicated that story was part of a consistent and intentional way to use
funds of knowledge to impact her curriculum, however, she understood the times in her
classroom where she was able to listen to children’s stories and learn more about them. Kaitlin
discussed the fact that she valued story in her classroom and encouraged her students to tell
stories during different times of the day. She also talked about how important she thought stories
were and how much she enjoyed listening to stories. Although she hadn’t quite figured out how
to use what she was learning about her students and their families to develop curriculum, she did
recognize that this was an important piece of her day. Kaitlin knew the importance of the
concept of funds of knowledge, story, and family and community in her classroom and was
working to translate what she learned in her teacher preparation program. She also discussed
road blocks that she experienced when trying to translate a specific engagement (family story
backpacks) to her own classroom, but the engagement had been important enough for her to
create similar backpacks and she had them ready to go when she had the time to take on another
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challenge.
Kaitlin was able to translate principles to curriculum in her own way. She was taking
small opportunities in different ways to get to know her students and their families, which gave
her important information and helped her to develop relationships with them. She was able to
discuss how the funds of knowledge that she had gained impacted her curriculum in limited
ways, but was not a consistent curricular planning resource.
Tess.
Funds of knowledge. During my first observation, Tess had invited parents in to run her
Thanksgiving holiday themed centers. There were five parents and five centers, so Tess took the
time to explain the centers to the parents and asked each one of them to be in charge of one
center. The centers were meant to be fun and follow the holiday theme, such as Thanksgiving
Bingo, making a hand turkey with paint, painting fall trees with paint and paintbrushes, and
making a latex glove snack that looked like a turkey when completed. The parents stayed at their
station, while the kids in the class rotated between centers until they all had the opportunity to
participate in all of them. Before centers began, I noticed Tess having casual conversations
about the upcoming holiday and inquiring about the family’s plans. While observing centers, I
also noticed that some of the parents were asking the children about their plans and discussing
their own (Observation Field Notes, 12/10/14). The conversations that occurred before and
during the center time gave Tess and the parents in the classroom some background information
about the family traditions of some of her students and their families.
Tess also had the students on the floor and was making a chart of Thanksgiving Day
foods. She was having the children think back to the books they had read about Pilgrims “then”
and compare and contrast them with the foods we would eat “now.” When I asked Tess about
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the activity, she stated that she was trying to bring some of the students’ home traditions of what
they eat at Thanksgiving into the classroom (Observation, 11/26/14).
Tess mentioned that she didn’t like to pry into parents’ lives, which made it hard to learn
about them and that if she had a parent that volunteered, she learned about them if they offered
information, but she didn’t pry into their lives.
Tess described her process of getting to know and working with families. “I really like
having the parent volunteers in my classroom” (Interview #1, 1/7/15). At the beginning of the
year, on meet the teacher night, she had some parents sign up to be volunteers, and she stated
that she really liked to use them during holiday center time,
…they can lead groups during centers, when I can’t be with all the kids…that’s why I try
to put them in centers, because that’s something that it’s one task, they are doing it a
couple of times, I can tell them exactly how I want it done, and it’s something if they do
it their own way, it’s not big deal” (Interview #1, 1/7/15).
Three of the parents at Tess’ school came to breakfast every day and since Tess must be
in the cafeteria during that time, it gave her an opportunity to visit with them.
At the beginning of the year, during parent night, Tess had a volunteer form for the
parents to fill out that also “had a section for funds of knowledge, asking if they had any special
skills or knowledge they wanted to share with the class” (Interview #1, 1/7/15), but all of the
parents responded no. Although there were no deep conversations that went on during parent
night, Tess was able to find out some important health information about her students and meet
some of the parents and siblings. Tess also sent home a “getting to know you” form to families
at the beginning of the year that was provided by other kindergarten grade level teachers in order
to find out more about children, such as details about their personality, what they liked to do,
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their religious beliefs if there were any that needed to be respected, and other more general
questions. She felt that it was helpful in getting to know more about her students.
It asked something about the child’s responsibilities at home, and that helped me to see if
they did have any chores or responsibilities because I feel like that tells a lot about
someone’s parenting style, and it was just good to see what they help out with. And,
some would say, they feed the goats, so then I’d know, oh, well, you know, to me a goat
is not a normal pet, but around here it is. So, I learned that a lot of kids have chickens
and cows, and that helped me (Interview #1, 1/7/15).
The teacher next door to Tess lived in the area of the school, and was able to provide her with
some important information about the community. She was able to learn that the small town
culture is what many people who live in the area love about it. Families move to the area
because they enjoy the space and the privacy.
Tess was able to gain some information about the funds of knowledge of the student’s
families and the surrounding community early on by using questionnaires, parent volunteers, and
her time with some parents who dropped their kids off at breakfast, but seemed to be wrestling
with getting to know families on a deeper level for fear of prying into their lives.
Tess sent home prompted writing assignments to get to know more about families. She
also invited parents into her classroom to participate in and lead centers usually around holidays.
She shared her own vision of funds of knowledge in practice in her classroom through a couple
of specific examples.
We’ve talked about different cultures. I mean we did Christmas around the world and we
focused on different cultures and I showed them different pictures and we made different
things, but it wasn’t really, I’m not, there’s not really any cultures that stick out, so I’m
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not, like, and I tried to pull out traditions to see if there was anything, but I didn’t really
get a lot, so I just kind of picked some countries, so it wasn’t really specific to them
(Final Interview, 4/30/15).
In addition to teaching about different cultures that she thought the students might be interested
in, Tess worked to build on what she knew about some of the families in the community. She
knew from driving through the community, talking to staff members, and from conversations
with her kids that they lived in a farming community, so she knew that might be a big deal to her
students. So, when rodeo week came around, she “…did horses, because she new that a lot of
them had farm animals, which was really cool because they brought their own knowledge” (Final
Interview, 4/30/15). Students were excited and some even brought in artifacts from home and
pictures to share from the rodeo.
Tess discussed the fact that establishing open lines of communication with families was
very important to her and she communicated with parents frequently through email, on the
phone, through text messages and through a communication log that could be found in each
child’s take home folder. She felt like using a variety of ways to communicate was the place
where she learned a lot about families and realized the importance.
I think to me it’s important to get to know your families, and so I think I started right
away at the beginning of the year trying to get to know families, so even at the
curriculum night, they had a sign up for volunteers sign up and I put on there if they had
any special skills or knowledge that they wanted to share with the class, and I was trying
to pull out those funds of knowledge and they said no… (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
Tess gave a few examples of how she was translating the funds of knowledge principle
into practice, but also recognized that it was something she needed to work on.
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Story. Tess frequently had the students write from a prompt to get to know a little more
about them. During one observation, Tess assigned the students to write from the prompt “I like
to ____.” Once the students had finished, Tess called the students to the floor to share their
stories. She called up three different students and allowed them to share their written story, and
also expand their story orally. The rest of the children really seemed to enjoy when the child
who was sharing began to expand their story, and had stories of their own that they wanted to
share, but there was not enough time for a lot of storying (Observation, 1/7/15).
I also made sure to ask specifically about the concept of story in order to understand how
Tess saw herself translating Principle 2. When I specifically asked about what she remembered
about the program, Tess discussed one connection to story.
We talked a lot about using different kinds of books, so like making sure that you
represent different types of families and things like that in your books, and just the
materials that you use…When I read books I try to have a variety of books, so it’s not
just showing one stereotypical idea of something (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
Through her experience with the CREATE project, Tess remembered a lot about the Children’s
Literature class she took and was impacted by how important it was to have books that represent
many cultures and families.
Just as I had observed in the classroom, and Tess had discussed previously, when asked
about how she saw herself using story as a meaning making process in the classroom, she first
discussed her use of writing prompts that allowed students to share something that they like, but
at a kindergarten level. She also discussed an expansion on that idea, stating that she sent home
writing prompts to try to get the families to share stories, also. “…For Fall break, I sent home a
paper, and it just said, ‘For Fall break I ____.’ And, I said do whatever you want with it, so, it
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was a story maybe, and some people sent pictures, and some drew pictures of what they did over
break. Some people wrote a whole page of what they did…” (Final Interview, 4/30/15). I then
asked her what she did with the stories and pictures when they were returned to the classroom.
She said, “They shared them, just as they came back in, they would share each day, and I hung
them up, so they could look at them, but it was pretty cool, because everyone brought them
back” (Final Interview, 4/30/15). This was a good experience for Tess and was something that
she wanted to continue to do and expand upon in the future. She mentioned that it was a way for
her to learn more about her families through stories without going into their homes.
When I asked Tess about the ways in which she might adapt or use any of the
engagements or versions of the engagements she participated in as a teacher candidate, she
reminded me of the book bags they were sending home (shared previously in this chapter), and
also talked about how she liked to conduct read alouds.
I mean, we talk about, it’s not just like, I read the book, you listen, then we’re done. We
talk about it. Like some of the chapter books, that will bring up stories…I think the
chapter books have brought up a lot of conversation…the storytelling, when they have
things to say, they will share (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
Tess was able to discuss how she saw herself translating the concept of story from her
teacher preparation program to her own classroom. She also talked about how she valued the
stories and wanted to be able to give her students opportunities to share their stories, but
sometimes it was difficult on a schedule.
Discussion.
Tess also did not implement family home interactions in her first year classroom. She
spoke about feeling like she was prying into the lives of parents and didn’t want to seem like she
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was nosey. Instead, she worked to learn about her students and families by inviting parents into
the classroom and using large group time in her classroom to elicit student stories and facts about
traditions in each home. Tess used prompts regularly and would often focus the prompt around
finding out more about the children in her classroom. When asked specifically about the use of
story in her classroom, Tess spoke more about children’s literature and how important it was to
have books that were representative of many cultures, but she had very few in her classroom.
She also referred back to the prompts she used in writing that allowed her to get some
information about her students, without going into their homes. Tess worked to learn as much as
she could about the community she taught in by asking lots of questions of the other teachers and
driving around the community. It was also very important to her to have an open line of
communication with families and to use a variety of ways to get to know them, as long as it was
conducted at or through school. Tess was able to translate the principles of CREATE in her own
unique ways, although not exactly as they had been practiced in her teacher preparation program.
Limiting and Supporting Contextual Factors to the Translation Process
Contextual factors are those parts of the school schedule, curriculum, environment, and
community, which can potentially have an effect on the way the principle is enacted in the
classroom by first year teachers. Supportive contextual factors are considered those that allow or
encourage the translation of the principle, while limiting contextual factors are considered those
that make the translation of the principle difficult or impossible.
Supporting contextual factors.
Curriculum.
Kaitlin. Mesquite Primary School used a curriculum developed by a district close by
called Beyond Textbooks. The curriculum is based on the Common Core State Standards and
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was developed into a curriculum map by the neighboring district. The curriculum map was set
up so that teachers can see the specific skills and/or big ideas that should be taught within a
specific time period (Table 4), then broke down specific standards by content area (Table 5).
Table 4
Mesquite Primary School Grade K Curriculum Map for Week 12

Table 5
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Mesquite Primary School Grade K ELA Standards Based Lesson Example

Kaitlin was told at the beginning of the year that she needed to make sure that she met the
standards each week, but could use any techniques and strategies to get there that she chose, and
that there was flexibility in the curriculum if the students were not ready to move on. In addition
to using the curriculum map, Kaitlin met weekly with the other kindergarten teachers where they
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discussed what theme they would be using for the upcoming week, and shared ideas. The other
teacher’s lessons included a letter of the week and a number of the week each week, and Kaitlin
tried not to deviate and followed a similar progression, as well as following the themes that were
developed in the meetings.
Although Kaitlin was given some freedom within the adopted curriculum, her curricular
choices were also affected by the decisions made by the grade level team that she worked with.
The curriculum analysis revealed there were no standards that directly connected to bringing in
funds of knowledge, but there were some supporting factors that afforded Kaitlin opportunities to
develop her own curriculum, such as the fact that she had been told she could develop her own
standards based curriculum.
Tess. Tess was able to independently plan for her small group activities and most of her
centers, which provided her with an open opportunity to include anything she might have learned
surrounding the funds of knowledge of her students, and to implement engagements around story
with small groups. There were many times throughout the day that I noted in observations that
Tess carried on conversations with her students, including free play time and her read aloud time,
which were great examples of times where she could have used what she learned about students
and families to develop limited curriculum outside of the adopted program.
District support.
Kaitlin. Mesquite Primary School required that all new teachers hired in the district go
through new teacher training. During that process, they take the time to make sure the new
teachers are informed about the community. Kaitlin was able to learn a lot about her school and
the surrounding community during that time. “We did a bus tour during new teacher training
and we saw the farmlands and we did this whole big loop around the entire community…so we
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could see the community and know what it was all about” (Interview #2, 2/12/15). The district’s
policy to make sure that all new teachers have a deeper understanding of the community gave
them opportunities to learn about where their families live and learn more about the community
they served. Kaitlin learned that there were “some houses that have to have their water brought
to them…so if you live way out on the farm, you get your water brought to you…so there’s a lot
of talk about water” (Interview #2, 2/12/15). Participating in the new teacher training gave her
some important community funds of knowledge that could have been used to build curriculum
that was meaningful to the students.
Mesquite Primary School also frequently planned themed family nights where students,
families and staff had the opportunity to come together on a regular basis outside of regular
school hours. Although teachers were required to sign up to plan at least one theme night, they
were able to attend any of them that they wished to get to know students and families on a deeper
level. Kaitlin stated,
We’ll have our family nights…sometimes they are geared towards science or math or
reading or something, but we also get to see family interactions there, and we get to learn
what kids know with their families there and then we can also pull some funds of
knowledge from that into the classroom (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
In addition to family nights, the curriculum that had been adopted by the district laid out
common standards and skills that were to be met within a specific time period, but it did not
mandate any themes or conceptual ideas to be taught during the year, leaving the choice up to the
teacher of how they actually developed the final curriculum for their classroom. Kaitlin was able
to choose the books she shared through read alouds and the conversations that occurred around
the books. She was able to develop her own centers and writing assignments. And, she also had
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freedom within her schedule, which enabled her to find times to ask students questions and elicit
stories from them on a regular basis.
Kaitlin had many opportunities throughout the year to get to know the community that
she worked in and the students and families she worked with. With a curriculum map that left
open how each teacher taught the standards in their individual classrooms, she also had some
freedom to utilize community and family funds of knowledge to develop curriculum.
Tess. Saguaro Elementary School also frequently held special themed family nights
where they invited families to the campus. The teachers were required to sign up for at least one.
Tess signed up for one at the end of the year, because when she was given the schedule and
asked to sign up, she didn’t really know all the details, and didn’t know what her schedule would
be like. The family nights would have given Tess the opportunity to get to know students and
families in a different atmosphere, possibly leading to gaining more information about the
knowledge and skills of the students, families, and the community.
Tess’ school also provided book bags to send home with each student every week. This
was a different opportunity than family story backpacks in that the focus was on reading practice
and not gaining funds of knowledge into the backgrounds of student and their families, but Tess
implemented it throughout the year. As Tess shared,
…we send home a book bag each week so they can read it and return it and get more
books, and so I know some families read those and some write in the journals and make
connections, but it’s only like two families a week. The journals are open-ended, they are
supposed to make connections between what they are reading at home and anything
really that they connect to or they can write about their favorite part or their favorite
book, so it’s really, they’re not themed, so it’s just random books that they get home each
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week…And then they share it in class. So, I usually have them group up with a kid who
has a journal, and they share with all the kids who don’t have a journal, just to save time
(Final Interview, 4/30/15).
There were supporting factors around using the concept of story, although the district’s intention
of the book bags were different than family story backpacks, there was information that could
have been used to get to know her students and families on a deeper level and begin to get at
their funds of knowledge, and ultimately providing a curricular resource.
Limiting contextual factors.
District limitations.
Kaitlin. Although there were supporting factors available at Mesquite Primary School,
there were also some limiting factors that affected Kaitlin’s ability to use funds of knowledge to
develop meaningful curriculum in her classroom. The school had frequent family nights, but
when Kaitlin attended one, she noted that only one of the families from her classroom attended.
For her to be able to attend and learn about the students and families in her classroom, they have
to attend the family night. In addition, teachers were not required to attend family nights, unless
they had signed up to develop and work that night, so Kaitlin had only attended one family night.
In addition, the district had a strict policy around parent volunteers in the classroom,
requiring anyone who entered the classroom to have prior board approval. This led to few
families taking the time to go through the lengthy approval process, and also made the option of
inviting community members into her classroom extremely difficult. “Sometimes, it’s really
hard to get families to come in and share something that’s meaningful to them, because…they
can’t come in, unless they get board approved, and that’s a process” (Interview #2, 2/12/15).
Tess. The rural location of Saguaro Elementary School and the low socioeconomic status
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of many of her families affected Tess’ ability to interact with parents. Many families did not
have transportation and were unable to participate in school functions due to the distance from
home to school (Observation notes, 11/26/14).
Tess was assigned both a district mentor and a site-based mentor at the beginning of the
year, which she felt were “not very helpful” (Observation notes, 12/16/14). The district mentor
was not a teacher anymore and was someone who trained Tess in the district’s GRR model,
which limited her scope of mentoring, and the site-based mentor, who was not someone in the
same grade level, met with Tess once a month to go over the district/school checklist to make
sure she was completing the necessary paperwork requirements for the district. She received no
observations or feedback through her mentoring experiences.
First year practitioners.
Kaitlin. Developing meaningful curriculum based on the funds of knowledge of each
family also became very difficult as Kaitlin progressed through the year. At the beginning of the
year, Kaitlin wanted to make sure that she developed rapport with the other grade level teachers.
I didn’t want to feel estranged or feel lonely or left out, so I really forced myself to start
hanging out with people and going in and being nosey and sitting in and having lunch
with everybody, talking with them, asking them questions about their classrooms, about
how they did things (Interview #1, 1/14/15).
She was able to develop good relationships with the other teachers during that time, but it also
affected the curriculum that she developed for her classroom. At the beginning of the year, when
Kaitlin wasn’t sure how to develop curriculum and was very stressed about getting her classroom
ready, she took on the curriculum that other kindergarten teachers were using. “They handed me
these papers and said, ‘this is what we do,’ and just being so overwhelmed by everything” (Final
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Interview, 4/28/15) impacted the curriculum in Kaitlin’s classroom. The other teachers were
using themes, which Kaitlin wasn’t really interested in, but she tried to follow along, because she
knew that’s what parents expected to see. “This is where I’m getting lost, and I’m getting
frustrated, because, like I said, the themes – I’m getting so sick of the stupid themes that I could
just not do them anymore and feel perfectly fine about it, because to me, there’s no purpose to it”
(Interview #2, 2/12/15). Kaitlin was frustrated about the themes and the way she was developing
curriculum for her students, but discussed the fact that she really had no idea how to do it any
differently. She felt the pressure of working to develop more meaningful curriculum. “I feel like
I’m failing my kids. I feel like I could be doing so much more for them and I’m not. I just feel
like I’m failing them and it kills me. (Final Interview, 4/28/15).
Kaitlin also had difficulty with the freedom she had to develop her own curriculum. She
had the freedom, but didn’t really know how to use it. Although she was hearing stories
throughout the year, she felt it was important to work with the other teachers and did not want to
damage her relationship with them by moving outside of the norm, so she used the same
curriculum that they used, creating an obstacle for using what she learned from students’ stories
as a curricular resource.
Tess. Saguaro Elementary School follows the Arizona College and Career Ready
Standards, which are also referred to nationally as the Common Core State Standards, but were
adopted by the state of Arizona and renamed. The teachers in each grade level were required to
work together to develop a curriculum map for their grade level that aligned closely to the
Common Core Standards. Tess was not a part of the decision making process in her own grade
level, because she was out of town for the summer, so the other three kindergarten teachers met
without her and decided upon a curriculum for the grade level. She later found out that they
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adopted and purchased a strict curriculum map/program that became the curriculum, which she
would not have agreed to. Tess described the process that her colleagues went through to
develop the kindergarten curriculum map. They went onto a website, teacherspayteachers.com,
found a kindergarten teacher who had already aligned her curriculum with the Common Core
State Standards, and each pitched in $150 to purchase the curriculum (Field Notes, 11/26/13).
“A lot of times, when we plan, they look through the units and the books of ideas and if we don’t
have one of the books, they are like, uuhh, we don’t have that book, but it says to read it. So, it’s
very, like, we can’t change it” (Interview #2, 2/9/15). Planning with the kindergarten team was
something that Tess found difficult because she felt there was a lack of openness to change the
curriculum they had purchased. An example of the curriculum is included in Table 6 below.
Table 6
Saguaro Elementary Kindergarten Curriculum Example
Monday (11)
August 18-22
Theme: Monsters
GJ: Pop-ups
Manner: You’re
welcome
Reading/Language
arts
Investigate a book:
Front cover/back
cover/Title page
K.RI.5
Sound of \m\

Tuesday (12)

Wednesday (13)
Class book:
Monster glyph

Thursday (14)
95% group: Teach
skills 1&2

Friday (15)

Sight word: I
K.RF.3c
Reading/Language
arts
Investigate a book:
Front cover/back
cover/Title page
K.RI.5
Sound of \m\

Letter: Mm

Number: #1

Reading/Language
arts
Investigate a book:
Front cover/back
cover/Title page
K.RI.5
Letter “M”

Book: The book

Book: Me

Book: The parade

Reading/Language
arts:
Investigate a book:
Front cover/back
cover/Title page
K.RI.5
Joining sound and
letter
Book: I run

PA: Week
2
Library
Author
study
Kevin
Henkes
Owen

Math:
Anchor chart
Patterning :
introduce vocab
Repetition

Math:
Patterning: Unifix
cubes

Math:
Patterning: Pattern
blocks

Math:
Patterning: Fruit
loops

Dr. Seuss
Cat in the
Hat
Journaling
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Rhythmic/body
motions
Math “1”
Quantity
Math moment
Writing
Anchor chart
Model how to
color

Math “1”
Quantity
Anchor chart
Math moment

Math “1”
Numeral

Writing
Class book:
Monster glyph

Writing
Letter “M” writing

Math moment

Math “1”
Joining quantity
and numeral
Math moment
Writing:
Number “1”
writing

The literacy curriculum was highly dependent on themes that changed from week to week and
focused on the teaching of one letter and one sight word per week, with discussions each week
during the read aloud time focused around a specific language arts standard (as shown above).
Each theme had many language arts/reading worksheets and games that came with the program,
and were expected to be used during centers. Tess was not required to use all the pieces. This
gave her some freedom to plan centers in her classroom that were still tied to the standards being
addressed in the curriculum for that week, although she was also required to use some of the
“reading papers that were not themed” (Interview #2, 2/9/15).
Tess was hired under the premise that she would be able to develop her own curriculum
in her classroom. Tess had spoken with her principal about the themes at the beginning of the
year and was told that she “needed to have the same content goal, but could teach it however she
would like” (Interview #2, 2/9/15), which she later found out was not true. Instead, she found
out that all the kindergarten teachers were required to teach the exact same lesson and follow the
exact same themes. This was disconcerting to Tess, because when she interviewed for the
position, she got the impression that they didn’t have any curriculum programs to teach, and she
was told she could teach anything she would like in the best way for the kids, but that it was
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important to collaborate and share ideas with her colleagues. Tess questioned the use of the
themes later in the year and asked her principal if she could develop her own more meaningful
interest-based themes. The principal told her that she needed to stick to the established themes,
because “parents like the themes and like the kids to learn about the same theme” (Interview
Final, 4/30/15). Tess stated that she was not able to use funds of knowledge to impact
curriculum very much. “I feel like our curriculum is very, like, this is how you do it” (Interview
Final, 4/30/15).
Tess was very limited by the curriculum map that had been adopted by her colleagues.
The curriculum map included cute themes that were difficult to connect to her student’s lives,
and consisted of mostly worksheets with pictures. She also found that the themes really didn’t
match the standards that they were teaching which made the curriculum lack connections. For
example,
…this week, our theme is pirates, which I’m not a fan of pirates. I feel like that’s not
something relatable, like sure maybe they’ve seen a pirate movie, but I think that it would
be really cool if we did something with farming or growing things, like things they would
be able to connect to and they have a lot of knowledge about it, and I think that they
would get excited about that or just something that they are interested in, in general…I
think that’s why it’s hard. Like, I’d prefer going off of what they talked about…
(Interview #2, 2/9/15).
Tess started off the year under stress related to not knowing the mechanics of how everything
worked and was limited by the adopted curriculum and the lack of support from her principal to
make the changes that she felt would have supported more meaningful curriculum.
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Although Tess was provided with book bags (discussed earlier in this chapter) by her
school that were similar to the family story backpacks, they had a very different purpose and
materials, and she had very little participation by the families in her classroom. She stated that
the backpacks had random books inside that weren’t related to their lives and didn’t really make
the students or families want to write in the journals. In addition, Tess allowed sharing of the
backpacks in small groups, but she wasn’t keeping track of or analyzing any of the entries for
future use to develop curriculum.
Tess also mentioned that fact that in her school and through their curriculum, “…there’s
not a lot of emphasis on reading in your classroom or having time…” (Final Interview, 4/30/15).
She also was given very few books and her library didn’t carry very many high quality books for
her to use in her classroom. Being a first year teacher, Tess didn’t have many of her own books
to use, which made reading aloud stories that represented the cultures and surrounding
community difficult.
The examples above illustrate that there were opportunities throughout the day for Tess
to design her own curriculum. Although Tess was able to impact her curriculum in some
specific ways, it became obvious through the document analysis that the curriculum adopted at
the beginning of the year was strict and left little room for bringing in students’ and families’
funds of knowledge. Tess’ ability to alter her curriculum was limited by many contextual
factors, although there were a few supporting factors.
Discussion.
In my observations, interviews, and through a document analysis, I noted that there were
many supporting factors where Kaitlin and Tess had ample opportunities to translate theoretical
principles to practice. They both had some freedom within their curriculum to develop lessons
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as they saw fit. They both were given opportunities by the district to get to know the community
better and participate in district scheduled family nights, where they could interact with students
and families. I noted that both Kaitlin and Tess had found ways to begin to implement their
translation of the concept of funds of knowledge, story, and family and community literacy into
their practice. Both participants were able to describe to me the ways that they felt funds of
knowledge and story impacted their practice as first year teachers.
However, both teachers were also highly affected by some limiting contexts within the
district and their school. Both teachers found it difficult to connect with families due to an
inability to access the families. Kaitlin’s district had such strict policies around parents entering
classroom, which affected the number of parents she was able to interact with. Tess worked in a
very low-income school where many parents lacked transportation, which affected their ability to
come to her classroom. Both teachers were also affected by a lack of quality guidance, leaving
them to either work to develop curriculum on their own, rely heavily on pre-packaged
curriculum, or feeling pressure to try to fit in by doing what all the other teachers were doing
(Kauffman, Johnson, Kardos, Liu, and Peske, 2002, pp. 278-280). Because neither Kaitlin nor
Tess had any experience developing curriculum during their teacher preparation program where
they mostly worked to translate knowledge through assigned engagements, they had no idea how
to successfully develop curriculum that included pieces of the engagements they had put into
practice previously. They were able to translate some of the basic theoretical principles to
practice in some small ways, such as encouraging storying in the classroom, welcoming parents
into the classroom, and including activities and discussions around Rodeo week with their
students, but most were inconsistent and did not have a large impact on curriculum.
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Chapter Six
Discussion of Key Findings
“Meaning making, learning, and change are always context specific….And, when one
switches contexts, the translations that have been effected or that still need to be effected are
most starkly thrown into relief. It is at those moments when we need to be most aware and
supportive of others’, or our own, efforts at translation” (Cook-Sather, 2006, pp. 87-88).
This study incorporated the stories of two new teachers as a way to give them a voice as
to the contextual factors that both supported and limited their ability to translate what they
learned and were able to put into practice both in their teacher preparation program during their
co-teaching experience and in their first year of teaching. Importance was placed upon keeping
in mind when exploring the translation of theory, practices, or principles, between the role of
teacher candidate in the university classroom to a first year teacher in their own classroom, one
has to remain flexible in their thinking (Cook-Sather, 2006).
Using qualitative methods, my goal was to examine the experiences of two first year
teachers who were navigating through the translation of underlying project principles into
practice. In order to illustrate the real-world perspective and experience of those being studied, I
used multiple case study methodology. My intent was to share both the successes and the
barriers they encountered as they worked to establish a space in their curriculum for student,
family, and community connections, as well as to inform the early childhood program
(CREATE) at the University of Arizona, and the field of teacher education. I discussed their
experience as teacher candidates, where they were required to incorporate the principles into
their co-teaching experience. I revealed the ways they were able to incorporate the principles
into their first year of teaching, how the school practices and programs intersected with the
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principles, what curricular/structural elements in the school supported, or did not support, the
principles, and how their teaching reflected continued development of translating what they
learned in their teacher preparation program into their current curriculum.
Not only can this information be helpful to the Communities as Resources in Early
Childhood Teacher Education (CREATE) program as they continue to reflect and build
curriculum for their teacher candidates, but it is also important for teacher educators at large to
consider. After all, one of the goals of teacher preparation is that teacher candidates are able to
translate the principles/tenets/philosophy of what they have learned in their program into
practice, which should be visible through their classroom practice or philosophy. The effects
that different contexts have on teachers in their first few years have been well documented
(Bullough, Knowles, Crow, Grace, & Lawn, 1992; Gold, 1996; Kilgore, Griffin, Otis-Wilborn,
& Winn, 2003; Flores & Day, 2006). This study serves to additionally document the effects of
those contexts and to think about the impact they have on translation between what is learned
through teacher candidacy and what is enacted in the first year of teaching.
Contextual Factors & Translation
Teacher candidates.
The participants in this study, who completed the same teacher preparation program, but
were first year teachers in different districts, had similar supporting and limiting experiences.
There is evidence that both Kaitlin and Tess successfully participated in the crucial principle
based engagements established through the context of their teacher preparation program, and
reflected about what the principles might look like in their own practice. The engagements were
interconnected and the participants received support from the teacher educators they worked with
as they implemented them in their field placement classrooms.
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They both discussed their experience through field placements with their mentor teachers
as a context that limited their ability to completely envision what curriculum connected to the
principles might look like. Due to the mentor teacher’s lack of support and understanding of the
program, principles, and engagements, the teacher candidate’s field experiences became a place
for them to put the required engagements in practice as an assignment to complete, but they had
very little experience connecting it to curriculum. This factor, in addition to the fact that their
mentor teachers didn’t really prepare the teacher candidates for translation of the principles to
practice in their own future classrooms, had a dramatic impact on the translation process. Their
E-Portfolio reflections highlighted how important the principles were to them and that they were
thinking ahead to their own classrooms and what their translation of principles to practice might
look like, but they really had no experience or idea of the realities they would face in their own
classrooms.
First year teachers.
When speaking to the impact of the first year of teaching, Gold (1996) stated, “it is…of
utmost importance that new teachers are placed in assignments where they have opportunities to
use the training they have acquired and receive encouragement to build on past experiences” (p.
579). In the case of Kaitlin and Tess, this statement could not be truer. The context of school
district, school, principals, and colleagues all were important factors in their ability to translate,
and how rigorously they were able to translate, the principles they had learned in their teacher
preparation program to practice in their first year of teaching. Some principles were translated
more direct or literally, and looked more like the original engagements that they participated in
during their teacher preparation program, and other principles were more indirect or interpretive,
where they were developing their own translations of the principles depending on the context.
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Both Kaitlin and Tess obtained kindergarten positions in different school districts that
were located in areas in surrounding communities to the university where they received their
teacher preparation. However, neither of those school districts were connected with the teacher
preparation program as a partner who provided mentor teachers and/or site based learning for the
program, and therefore, they had little understanding or knowledge of CREATE or the
underlying principles. Therefore, most of the school principals and teachers in the districts had
not experienced or heard of anything close to the engagements that Kaitlin and Tess had
participated in and lacked an understanding of the knowledge that they brought to their schools
around funds of knowledge, story, and family and community literacy.
As Kardos, Johnson, Peske, Kauffman, and Liu (2001) discussed, novice teachers like
Katilin and Tess look to their colleagues for guidance and are particularly influenced by their
interactions with them. When they entered the teaching field and began working with teachers
who either already had planned out the curriculum for the year, or who planned weekly as a team
where the first year teacher had little voice, Kaitlin and Tess had little room to translate what
they had learned into their curriculum. However, both participants were able to find little
pockets of freedom within their day and implement their own versions of the principles. They
invited parents into their classroom, communicated with parents through take home folders,
emails, and by phone, encouraged students to story during snack time or through writing
activities in order to learn more about them and their family traditions, worked to teach students
about other cultures, and were thinking about ways they would like to grow to implement
engagements that more closely mirrored the engagements they utilized through CREATE. While
they were carrying out their own translations of the CREATE principles, I would argue that very
little of what they learned from the activities they were implementing were used to impact
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curriculum, one of the important pieces of the principle around funds of knowledge… “to
leverage the cultural knowledge, skills, and relationships embedded in families…”
(http://createarizona.org, 2014). For example, although I heard both candidates encourage
stories from their students, and listened to the funds of knowledge they gained about their
students, neither one ever documented what they were learning about their student’s
backgrounds and cultures to influence the curriculum they were planning. Yes, they found it
important to carve out time to learn more about their students, but there was no evidence that any
of that information became a part of future curriculum or caused them to make curricular choices
outside of what had already been preplanned. It is within their reflections on their own practice
and of their experience in their teacher preparation program, their questioning of their own
assumptions about how they would translate principles to practice, and their projection of future
implementation of principles where I found pieces of translation.
Reflection is a prerequisite as well as part of the process of translation. Genuinely
engaging in a process of translation – genuinely engaging in education – requires and
prompts reflection. This engagement is both automatic and deliberate: it is automatic in
that when one is confronted with something new, particularly something that challenges
established perspectives or practices, all that one already knows is called into question,
and one looks back, even if only briefly, over the already known; it is deliberate in that
once the known is called into question by the new, one can choose to learn from the
juxtaposition, use it to provide different angles of vision, and use it to deepen
understanding of both the known and the new. When one resists reflection, or when one
refuses to let the new challenge the known and when one chooses not to revise or deepen
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understanding, then one is refusing to engage in education (Cook-Sather, 2006, pp. 142143).
Limitations
This multiple case study was limited as it focused on one teacher preparation program
and only two graduates from the program. The data collection involved two different schools
located in different districts in the same metro area and followed them through one academic
year. The data collected through this multiple case study correlated in many areas, which offered
support to the findings of the study, but could have been stronger if it was conducted with more
participants. It could have also been limited by my former supervisory role, as a site coordinator
to the participants, due to the fact that I knew the curriculum and engagements well, which made
it harder for me to be flexible in determining translation, and may have made it harder for the
participants to share their own examples of translation as they may have been predicting what
my expectations were. Because of my former role with the participants, I also served as an
intervention because they looked to me for guidance as they had in their previous experience
with me. My presence in their classrooms and our discussions during observations and
interviews could have had an impact on what they chose to share during the process of data
collection and how they crafted their practice.
Implications for Practice
Based upon my findings, the impact that mentor teachers and the field placement
classroom have on the teacher candidate’s ability to translate theoretical principles to practice is
immense. In the case of both Kaitlin and Tess, who had experiences with mentor teachers who
were not supportive of the engagements that were being implemented and failed to see value in
them to use in their own curriculum, engagements became an assignment that had to be done and
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not something that was reflected upon and woven within the curriculum. Therefore, although
they had the experience of practicing the theoretical principles supporting the engagements, they
did not really see how they could be implemented in their own classrooms effectively. This
translation was more of a direct or literal translation because it was a requirement both for the
teacher candidates and the mentor teachers who agreed to be cooperating teachers.
Importance in teacher preparation programs has to be placed upon mentor teacher
selection and the school districts that they partner with. Without mentor teachers and school
districts who see value in working together with teacher candidates to learn new theory and are
excited to think about ways to infuse the engagements teacher candidates are required to perform
into their own curriculum, the translation will lessen.
It is also imperative that teacher educators help teacher candidates to think about the
“what ifs” of the first years of teaching. In the case of Kaitlin and Tess, they were not prepared
to go into their first year classroom and develop their own curriculum when faced with the
limitations of standards, school and district mandates, pre-packaged curriculum, and
unsupportive colleagues. Developing a space for each class during teacher preparation that gives
teacher candidates opportunities to think about what they would do when confronted with a
variety of limits to translating theory to practice would be helpful. For instance, sharing a
vignette from previous research about being required to plan together, working with a pod of
teachers who have a lot more years of experience, and who have already decided what
curriculum they would like to implement for the year, and having teacher candidates position
themselves as first year teachers to think about ways they can weave what they have learned into
the planning process with others, and through their own curriculum would help them to think
about how they would handle a similar situation. Helping students to envision the types of real
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life situations they might face that will either support or limit their ability to translate theory to
practice will help them think about how to navigate the terrain of the contexts they will
encounter during their first years of teaching.
Implications for Teacher Education
University curriculum in teacher education should not only reflect current theories of best
practice and assignments and engagements in the field to practice them, but should also reflect
the understanding and explicit teaching and discussion of how to work through the contextual
limits they will face in their first year of teaching. In addition, teacher educators should be
acutely aware of how what they are proposing that teacher candidates do in their future
classrooms is realistic and achievable.
At some universities, teachers are invited from local school districts to bring their
knowledge of what current teacher’s face in the classroom to the university through “teacher in
residence” programs, where they become university instructors for two years. For professors
who are not already participating in school/classroom based research, such as collaborative
action research, it would be interesting to see the opposite happen, and for teacher educators
(professors) to return to classrooms as “professors in residence” to experience what it is like to
be a teacher in current times, and bring their expertise to the classroom and school culture.
Mandates, standards, assessments, and other requirements change quickly in the field of
education, and professors need to have a deep understanding of what their teacher candidates
face when they enter the field, and the obstacles they will come up against in order to work to
translate theory to practice. The experience would almost certainly help them to better
understand the dynamics of current schooling and that knowledge would be reflected in their
teacher preparation curriculum when they returned to the university classroom.
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A benefit for the school district and their inservice teachers would be in having the ability
to work and reflect with an expert teacher who is well versed in theory and knows how to craft
curriculum based out of theory could be enlightening and inspiring to teachers who have lost
their connection to what is current in the field of educational research.
Reflections.
When looking back through my own journal during the research process, I noted many
times how my biases affected my ability to see the ways in which Kaitlin and Tess had translated
the theoretical principles underlying their teacher preparation. When I thought back to all of the
experiences they had with curricular engagements that they had put into practice, it seemed
evident to me where translation should occur, and I realized early on that my own definition of
translation was more in a direct or literal sense, or a process of knowledge transfer, where I
would see more pieces of the engagements they had participated in. What I found after
researching translation was that I was not thinking broad enough to see all the small ways that
Kaitlin and Tess had begun to translate. When I began to look through Cook-Sather’s (2006)
metaphorical lens of translation, I began to see the data I had collected through the case studies
in a much different light. “This cannot simply be the moving of an idea or a practice unchanged
from one realm to another” (p. 30). I re-share this quote because it took my thinking into a new
direction and opened up my lens of translation to be able to see all the ways that the principles of
CREATE could have been translated.
However, I was left with more questions about translation. If we are to use it as a
conceptual framework to look at what happens between the theoretical foundations of teacher
education and how they are interpreted into practice during the first years of teaching, shouldn’t
there be more layers to translation? Are there different types of translation or different levels of
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translation? I found myself thinking about the need in the field of education for a theory of
translation to be developed outside of Cook-Sather’s (2001, 2006) metaphorical conception, that
would provide a way for teacher educators to more deeply assess what has the greatest impact on
translation, what theories are more easily translated, and why, in order to make changes at the
university level. As noted earlier in Chapter One, many educational researchers speak of the
translation process in their work, but few define what exactly they mean by translation. Many
times throughout this process, I found myself thinking about the need for translation theory to be
developed further in the education field, and believe it could serve to develop deeper analyses of
how to better prepare teachers who are working to translate theory to practice.
I also noted the impact that mentor teachers have on the translation process. Future
research into how mentor teachers translate the current theories they are learning through the coteaching process by having a student teacher in their classroom would help to inform teacher
programs about the sustainability of the curriculum and engagements they are requiring of their
teacher candidates. For teacher preparation programs to have the greatest impact, we must also
be inspiring mentor teachers to translate theory into practice. In the specific case of the
CREATE principles and engagements surrounding the principles, it would be beneficial to
investigate how mentor teachers were affected by their experience with the project and to study
the ways in which they may have translated theoretical principles into practice.
Conclusions
This multiple case study has served as a reminder for me as a future teacher educator.
Kaitlin and Tess reminded me that I must always keep in mind that there is often a disconnect
between what is conceptualized in teacher preparation programs and what is experienced in the
actual classroom. Often the teacher preparation experience does not reflect a deep knowledge of
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what inhibiting contextual factors will be encountered in the first years of teaching. As found in
this multiple case study, translation of principles and concepts are affected by many factors,
including funding, available resources, mandated curriculum, scheduling, colleagues, principles,
and school districts. We must remain cognizant of those factors and keep a pulse on the changes
in Pre-K – 12 schooling, because it will affect the translation of the theory they learn to practice.
Not only must we remain cognizant, but we must also include discussions and model examples
of how one might confront those obstacles to translation. We must also keep in mind that the
selection of school districts and mentor teachers who are invested in the learning opportunity
they are both providing and being provided is integral to the success of translation of theory to
practice. Careful selection of mentor teachers who value the opportunity to learn from the
university through hosting teacher candidates in their classrooms is imperative.
This study has also taught me about how translation often is defined in more direct or
literal ways, and how important it is to define what we, in the field of education, mean by
translation when we speak about it as a process or theory in education. Through Kaitlin and
Tess, and using Cook-Sather’s (2006) metaphor describing the flexible ways education is
translation, I was able to see translation through a different lens and discover all the different
nuances in practice that could be considered a more indirect or interpretive translation of
theoretical principles to practice. Future development in the area of translation as a conceptual
frame, using the foundation of translation as defined in this study, and building on that
foundation to include the layers, steps, stages, or phases of translation would be valuable in the
field of education to help teacher educators to determine where the breakdown in translation
occurs and alter their curriculum to prevent disruption in the translation of theoretical principles
to practice.
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Appendix A

CREATE Curriculum Sequence with Family, Story and Community Engagements (Clift, Iddings,
Jurich, Reyes, & Short, 2015)

Coursework

Activities
and
Engagements

Location

Semester One
Fall
Child Guidance &
Classroom
Management BirthAge 8
Cultural Pluralism
Children’s Literature
Social Studies
Early Childhood
Education
Foundations BirthAge 8 (if not taken
earlier
Internship

Introduced Cultural
Story Boxes
Introduce Family
Story Back Packs
Families from
practicum/internshi
p classroom
3 family engagements

A university campusbased event to
which families are
invited

Semester Two
Spring
The Young Child:
Birth to Age 8
Early Language
Acquisition and
Literacy
Development
Language and
Literacy
Practices
Across
Learning
Contexts for
the Young
Child
Art
Student Teaching:
Birth-PreK
classroom
Cultural Story
Boxes
Implemented
Community
Literacy
Canastas
introduced
Families from fall
semester
continue.
3 family
engagements
with families
from Fall.
A community
literacy event
with their
families, which
may be site,
partner or
community
based.

Semester Three
Fall
Using Data to Guide
Instruction: Birth to
Age 8
Sheltered English
Immersion
Inclusion
Math
Language Arts and
Literacy Practices
for the Young Child
Internship

Semester Four
Spring
Sheltered English
Immersion
II
Reflective
Professionalis
m and
Leadership in
Early
Childhood
Education
Science
Student Teaching
K-3 classroom

Family Story Back
Packs
Funds of Knowledge
Digital Stories
Dual language
families from
practicum/internshi
p classroom.
3 family engagements

Family Story
Back Packs
Dual language
families from
fall semester
continue.
3 family
engagements
with families
from Fall.

A site based event to
support relationship
with community

A connection to
an existing
community
event such as
the Festival of
Books, April
Month of the
Young Child.
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Appendix B
Protocol Questions #1:

1. Tell me a story about getting to know your students?

2. Tell me a story about getting to know and/or working with colleagues?

3. Tell me about a story about working with/getting to know parents/families?

4. Tell me about the ways you communicate with families?

5. How do families communicate with you?

6. What are some general goals you have for your students?

7. What are some general goals you have for yourself as a teacher?
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Appendix C
Protocol Questions #2
1. What are some things you know about the community that your students come from?
How did you go about finding those things out?

2. You know a lot about the kids personal lives. What are some ways that you learn about
the kids home lives?

3. How do you use what you know about the kids, their families, and the community to plan
curriculum?

4. Special theme nights (sports night, literacy night, math night). Does your school
participate? If so, tell a story about learning something new about a student, their family,
or the community during that experience.

5. Are there any additional strategies that you would like to implement this year that helps
you get to know children, their family, and the community better?

6. What are some ways you see that having a deeper understanding of students, families,
and the community can impact the curriculum?
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Appendix D
Protocol Questions #3 (Final Interview – Kaitlin)
What are two things that you remember about the (CREATE) program?
What do you think the program taught you very well?
What do you think the program did not teach you very well?
Is there anything else that you would like to say about the program?
Reflecting back on your time in the CREATE program:
Principles:
Thinking back to the CREATE principles, I’d like to understand how you see yourself putting
them into practice during your first year. Feel free to be specific and/or tell stories that might
help to visualize the enactment of the principles.
(Read each principle, then remind of the question).
•

Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge within diverse cultural communities.

•

Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning-making process to understand self and
world.

•

Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of family literacies in literacy learning.

Specific customized questions based on observations and analysis:
•

Now, I’m going to give you examples from your E-Portfolio and/or specific classroom
engagements you experienced while in CREATE and ask you more specific questions
about each principle.

•

Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge within diverse cultural communities.
• When reviewing your E-Portfolio “classroom climate” from your child guidance class
you set some goals for your future classroom:
o You wanted to have families fill out an information form at the beginning of
the year so you could find out about their traditions and experiences so you
could bring in materials for activities related to what you had learned. You
also planned to send out a newsletter asking for activities parents would like
to participate in and said that you would like to set up a book that you could
make in the classroom that would include family traditions and experiences as
well as activities in the classroom that represent different traditions and
cultural activities. In what ways have you worked to enact these goals in your
first year of teaching?
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o Also E-Portfolio: In your reflection on your philosophy, you wrote that
something you felt you left out after looking back at it was that it was missing
how important family home interactions were to creating meaningful
relationships with families and using the information you gain alongside
curriculum. In what ways have you worked to enact this piece of your
philosophy in your first year of teaching?
In our first interview, you discussed the Beyond Textbooks curriculum that you were
required to use, but mentioned that there were no strict programs or scripts that you
had to follow. How were you able to use the curriculum calendar standards to tie in
students funds of knowledge?
Continuing with our focus on FOKn and your ability to meet this goal that you held
for yourself:
o What do you see as supporting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
o What do you see as limiting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
Follow up: Do you think this is likely to change in your second year of teaching?
Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning-making process to understand self
and world.
o You had some very specific goals for your future classroom included in your
E-Portfolio:
§ You wrote that you would like to create a story of the day where you
would add pictures you had taken of the students working during the
day that you could send home with students to help build community.
§ You wanted to have photos of family members and children next to the
door; in the reading area, you wanted different types of books that
represented all the types of families, and a place for parents to snuggle
up and read together.
o How have you worked to implement these goals during your first year?
o In your Children’s literature course, you participated in and reflected about
read alouds, storytelling, family/story interactions, and literature response
strategies as a way to engage children with literature for both personal and
academic purposes. Have you been able to implement any of those strategies
in your classroom? If so, which ones? Elaborate.
Continuing with our focus on story and your ability to meet the goals that you held
for yourself:
o What do you see as supporting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
o What do you see as limiting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
Follow up: Do you think this is likely to change in your second year of teaching.
Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of family literacies in literacy learning.
o In your LRC 312c class, you were asked to go on a community walk and write
a reflection in order to determine the community literacy in student’s
environment. Were you able to document community literacy in your first
year of teaching? If so, how? And, how did it affect curriculum/instruction?
o Have you been able to determine some of the language and literacy practices
your students are exposed to at home this year? If so, how? Elaborate.
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Continuing with our focus on family literacies:
o What do you see as supporting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
o What do you see as limiting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
Follow up: Do you think this is likely to change in your second year of teaching?

Specific engagements:
Thinking back to specific engagements you participated in during your coursework, are there any
that you have implemented a version of during your first year?
• Family/Story backpacks
• Family/Story Interaction
• Literature discussion strategies with young children
• Cultural Community Storyboxes
• Home visits
• Literacy/math/sports nights
• Canastas
• Community walk/drive
• Community Map
• Digital Storytelling
• Case Studies
(Discuss reasons why you were able to implement some and not others?)
(Future plans?)
•

One of the things you mentioned a few times was how you felt like you needed help
establishing reading groups and had asked for help from other teachers, but had received
no help, yet it was your number one priority goal. As a way to give back to you and your
classroom, I offered to help by sharing my expertise in any area that you preferred in
your classroom, which in this case, was developing guided reading groups based upon
assessment, and utilizing a workboard.
o We first worked together to assess students using An Observation Survey.
How were you able to use that information to meet your guided reading goal?
o One of the strategies I encouraged you to implement was Interactive Writing
through writing a class letter to a student who had recently moved, but was
keeping in touch through email. How did that work out, and what did you
learn from that experience?
o Next, I made a Guided Reading Workboard and provided you with some
resource materials so that you could begin to implement a new way of
managing centers in your classroom to give you time to meet with reading
groups. Can you discuss how that has impacted you and your classroom?

•

The CREATE team is really interested in knowing if ANY thing persisted after
graduation and your thoughts on what persisted, what didn’t, and why that might be the
case.
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Is there any specific feedback that you would like for me to give back to the (CREATE)
program?
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Appendix E
Protocol Questions #3 (Final Interview – Tess)
What are two things that you remember about the (CREATE) program?
What do you think the program taught you very well?
What do you think the program did not teach you very well?
Is there anything else that you would like to say about the program?
Reflecting back on your time in the CREATE program:
Principles:
Thinking back to the CREATE principles, I’d like to understand how you see yourself putting
them into practice during your first year. Feel free to be specific and/or tell stories that might
help to visualize the enactment of the principles.
(Read each principle, then remind of the question).
•

Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge within diverse cultural communities.

•

Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning-making process to understand self and
world.

•

Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of family literacies in literacy learning.

Specific customized questions based on observations and analysis:
•

•

Now, I’m going to give you examples from your E-Portfolio and/or specific classroom
engagements you experienced while in CREATE and ask you more specific questions
about each principle.
Principle 1: Valuing the funds of knowledge within diverse cultural communities.
o In your E-Portfolio representing the two years you spent in the CREATE
program, I noted that you discussed how important the impact of funds of
knowledge could be, but there were few examples from your student teaching of
how you used what you learned about the students to develop curriculum. Do you
think there was a disconnect between what you did in student teaching and your
statement of understanding? Elaborate.
§ In your E-Portfolio, you mentioned many times in your reflections the
impact of FOKn. For instance:
• In your reflection on the digital storytelling and fieldwork piece,
you wrote: Before this program, I had never heard of the term
“funds of knowledge”. It did not occur to me that children learn
better if they can relate to the material. Through the home visits, I
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learned how important it is to connect with the families of your
students. Educators should not just look at each child as a student.
Children are influenced by the world in which they are surrounded.
When a teacher learns about the child’s world, she is able to
incorporate that into the classroom and make learning meaningful.
Through this assignment, I learned that it is simple to connect to
other people. Although it may not seem like you have something
in common, there is always at least one similar interest to which
you can connect. Once a teacher finds out about a student’s funds
of knowledge, she can bring it into the classroom through her
teaching or by having the parents come in to share their knowledge
with the class. This creates a greater sense of community. After
completing the home visits, I felt a different type of connection
with the family. It was so helpful to learn more about their
traditions and interests. I truly felt I knew them much better after
the few times we spent together and it made me realize the value of
this information in a classroom.
o How have you worked to implement these goals during your first year?
In our first interview, you spoke about feeling like there was a fine line between prying
into families lives and funds of knowledge, and stated that you would like to learn more
about families, but don’t want to overstep boundaries. How have you navigated around
that to get to know your families well enough to impact curriculum?
Continuing with our focus on FOKn and your ability to meet this goal that you held for
yourself:
o What do you see as supporting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
o What do you see as limiting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
Follow up: Do you think this is likely to change in your second year of teaching?

•

Principle 2: Encouraging story as a meaning-making process to understand self and
world.
o In your Children’s literature course, you participated in and reflected about read
alouds, storytelling, family/story interactions, and literature response strategies as
a way to engage children with literature for both personal and academic purposes.
Have you been able to implement any of those strategies in your classroom? If
so, which ones? Elaborate.
Continuing with our focus on story:
o What do you see as supporting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
o What do you see as limiting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
Follow up: Do you think this is likely to change in your second year of teaching.

•

Principle 3: Celebrating the significance of family literacies in literacy learning.

•

•

o In your LRC 312c class, you were asked to go on a community walk and write a
reflection in order to determine the community literacy in student’s environment.
Were you able to document community literacy in your first year of teaching? If
so, how? And, how did it affect curriculum/instruction?
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o Have you been able to determine some of the language and literacy practices your
students are exposed to at home this year? If so, how? Elaborate.
Continuing with our focus on family literacies:
o What do you see as supporting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
o What do you see as limiting factors in your district/school/curriculum?
Follow up: Do you think this is likely to change in your second year of teaching?

Specific engagements:
Thinking back to specific engagements you participated in during your coursework, are there any
that you have implemented a version of during your first year?
• Family/Story backpacks
• Family/Story Interaction
• Literature discussion strategies with young children
• Cultural Community Storyboxes
• Home visits
• Literacy/math/sports nights
• Canastas
• Community walk/drive
• Community Map
• Digital Storytelling
• Case Studies
(Discuss reasons why you were able to implement some and not others?)
(Future plans?)
•

•

•

In our first interview, you mentioned how much you would like to have more feedback in
your classroom (which is not provided by your district’s mentoring system) from the
university because your instructors and your supervisor understood what you were
working towards. In what ways do you feel that extended support could impact your
teaching?
As a way to give back to you and your classroom, I offered to help by sharing my
expertise in any area that you preferred in your classroom. One of the things we talked
about early on was that you really wanted to learn how to implement centers efficiently
where you had time to meet with children in guided reading groups, and wanted to know
how to assess in order to group students.
o We first worked together to assess students using An Observation Survey. How
were you able to use that information to meet your guided reading goal?
o Next, I made a Guided Reading Workboard and provided you with some resource
materials so that you could begin to implement a new way of managing centers in
your classroom to give you time to meet with reading groups. Can you discuss
the changes and impact of those changes?
The CREATE team is really interested in knowing if ANY thing persisted after
graduation and your thoughts on what persisted, what didn’t, and why that might be the
case.
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Is there any specific feedback that you would like for me to give back to the (CREATE)
program?
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